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Chapter 1:
Management

I

Introduction by the Institute Director

Management
In 2012, SILS personnel increased to over 200 of
which 50% were financed by the university, 25%
by NWO, 20% by the EU and industry and 5% by
scholarships. From our employees 30% come from
24 foreign countries most notably from Germany,
China, Italy, Poland and India. At the PhD student
level equal numbers of female and male scientists are
employed while at the postdoc and assistant professor
level one third is female and two thirds are male. In
contrast 13% of the associate professors are female
and only 7% have a position at the full professor
level. To counteract this gender challenge one of the
initiatives SILS has decided to, is to participate in the
2013 MacGillavry fellowship recruitment programme
aimed at ambitious top level female talent that excel
in their science discipline, show leadership potential
and aspire to a tenure track position towards full
professorship.
Also this year, SILS continued publishing its scientific
results in high-ranking international, peer-reviewed
scientific journals such as Nature Communications,
Nature Neuroscience, PLOS Pathogens, Genome
Biology, Journal of Biological Chemistry, Current
Opinion in Plant Biology, Current Biology, PNAS,
Neuron, Journal of Neuroscience, Metabolomics,
Molecular BioSystems, The Faseb Journal and
Proteomics.
SILS participates in six Bachelor and five Master
programmes offered by the Faculty of Science,
among them the very successful Master programme
Neurosciences. In total 17 PhD students finished
their research and successfully defended their thesis,
twelve of them supervised by SILS professors and five
supervised externally or by professors appointed to
special chairs at SILS.
The collaboration with industry, especially the plant
breeding industry of the Seed Valley, was strengthened
further and our spin-off companies Photanol and
Cellagenics developed well and took yet another step
towards the market.
Personnel
VICI laureate dr. Leendert Hamoen started the
new Bacterial Cell Biology group together with dr.
Tanneke den Blaauwen at SILS. Prof. dr Eleonora
Aronica of the AMC was appointed to the special
chair ‘Pathology of the nervous system’ established by
the Dutch National Epilepsy Foundation (NEF) and
the Foundation Epilepsy Centres of The Netherlands
(SEIN). Dr. Joost Keurentjes of Wageningen
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University was appointed to the special chair ‘Applied
Quantitative Genetics’ established by the Foundation
Seed Valley at UvA. In total ten Special Chairs have
now been established by the Board of UvA at SILS.
Research
The development of the SILS/IBED research cluster
Green Life Sciences led by professor Haring has made
an important step forward by becoming an official
Research Cluster of the Faculty of Sciences.
The Netherlands Bioimaging Advanced Microscopy
proposal (NL-Bioimaging AM) coordinated by
professor Dorus Gadella on behalf of 18 participating
microscopy centres in the Netherlands was included
in the Netherlands Roadmap for Large Scale Research
Infrastructures.
Education
In addition to the already very successful
Psychopharmaca and Pathophysiology track, two
new neuroscience master tracks, Basic & Applied
Neuroscience (professor Wytse Wadman) and
Cognitive Neurobiology & Clinical Neurophysiology
(professor Cyriel Pennartz) started in 2012 and were
already quite successful in attracting master students in
their first year. A fourth track Molecular Neuroscience
(professor Marten Smidt) will start in 2013 and it is
expected that SILS will attract over 100 Neuroscience
Master students per year.
PhD graduations
This year twelve SILS PhD students graduated:
Silke Allmann (cum laude), Marijke Hospes, Lisong
Ma, Marino Marinković, Michael Marlatt, Fionn
McLoughlin, Anna Pietraszewska, Grażyna Sosińska,
Eleni Spyropoulou, Azmat Ullah, Maikel Verouden
and Fleur Zeldenrust. Additionally two PhD students
from the group of professor Marieke van Ham (special
chair Biological Immunology) of Sanquin, one student
from the group of professor Peter Hordijk (special
chair Molecular Cell Biology of Cell Migration) of
Sanquin, one student of professor Chris Kruse (special
chair Cellular and Systems Neurobiology) and one
student externally supervised by professor Wadman
finished and successfully defended their thesis.
Research grants
Overall, SILS obtained externally funded research
grants having a total value of €6.4 million. 26 Project
proposals were granted by NWO, STW, EU and
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industry. I especially like to mention the k€727 EU
Marie Curie Epitraits grant and the k€714 STW
grant on economically viable technologies for the
improvement of crop plants to dr. Maike Stam, the
NWO Horizon Zenith grant of k€487 to dr. Martijn
Rep on the pathogenicity of the fungus Fusarium on
plants, the k€463 EU Stategra grant to professor Johan
Westerhuis and the k€400 NWO grant to acquire 3rd
generation DNA sequencing equipment to dr. Timo
Breit.
Awards and prizes
The thesis of dr. Yoav Noam received an honourable
mention of the Dutch Neurofederation, while dr.
Erwin van Vliet was awarded a personal short-term
scientific Mission Grant in the framework of an
European COST programme. Dr. Carlos Fitzsimons
won the Amsterdam Science & Innovation Public
Award 2012 for his research towards protein modules
in gene therapy.
This year’s SILS Publication Award was granted
to Martin Vinck, who contributed to a number
of pioneering Neuroscience publications in 2012,
among them a paper in Neuron (IF 15) and two other
publications: one in the Journal of Computational
neuroscience and one in Physical Reviews E. The
SILS Education Award was granted to dr. Erwin van
Vliet, who not only teaches a lot of hours but also uses
novel teaching methods and other ways to interact
with students, combining high quantity with high
quality in teaching. The SILS Valorisation Award was
granted to dr. Maike Stam who obtained a total of
1.54 million euros due to grants of NGI/NWO, STW
and the EU, a great achievement. The SILS Special
Award was granted to Bondien Fabius for her lifetime achievement of exceptional services at SILS and
its predecessors.
The SILS Research Day Presentation Award went to
PhD student Marlies Oostland, who investigates how
neurotransmitter serotonin modulates the postnatal
development of the cerebellum. The Poster Award
was obtained by PhD student Sacha Stelder, who is
investigating proteins present in the protective coats
of spores of pathogenic food-spoilage organisms.
Valorisation
Spin-off company Cellagenics BV licensed its protein
production technology to a biotech company in
Leiden and discontinued its activities at SILS.
Photanol BV succeeded to close a Series A financing

round with ICOS Capital and UvA Holding to
fund its growth and diversification strategy. The
unique photo-bioconversion technology allows for
production of biochemicals and biofuels directly from
CO2 and sunlight, without intermediate production
of large quantities of biomass. The investment will be
used to accelerate the upscaling of the technology.
The new company SciENZA Biotechnologies, a spinoff company of ENZA Seeds located at Enkhuizen,
has hired lab space and is being hosted by the SILS
Molecular Plant Pathology group (dr. Frank Takken)
to work on crop resistance to a specific group of
pathogens.
NIKON and dr. Erik Manders of SILS partnered
to open a Centre of Excellence in Super Resolution
Microscopy. NIKON has made its latest imaging
systems available to this centre for demonstration and
research purposes.
In the framework of the Cluster Flower & Food of
the Amsterdam Economic Board, professor Michel
Haring of the Plant Physiology Group, dr. Timo Breit
of the Micro-Array & Integrative Bioinformatics
Department,
together
with
Naktuinbouw
(Netherlands Inspection Service for Horticulture),
set up the Green Life Science Hub (GLSH) in
collaboration with the Seed Valley at Enkhuizen and
the Flower Valley at Aalsmeer. The purpose of this
collaboration is to valorise SILS’ knowledge of plants.
The Economic Board of Amsterdam supported part
of this initiative, Green Forensics, as their 5th iconic
project which is now being evaluated by the Platform
Regional Economic Stimulation (PRES). Another
project in this framework set up by professor Chris
de Koster in collaboration with Naktuinbouw aims
at development of a method to determine where a
certain vegetable crop has been produced and is under
review at the Province of North Holland.
Future
As mentioned last year, funding ‘not-yet-applied’
fundamental, curiosity-driven research becomes
harder and harder because of the ever decreasing
governmental research funds. Therefore it is
important to convince and support our young talents
to focus on obtaining individual grants such as offered
by the Innovational Research Incentives Scheme
(VENI, VIDI, VICI) set up by NWO, KNAW and
the universities jointly. In addition it is important
to further strengthen our contacts with industry to
become an interesting partner to cooperate with in the
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Management
framework of the Dutch Topsectors and in bilateral
research projects. The new EU framework programme
Horizon 2020 offers many opportunities within the
life-science domain and needs our full attention so
that we become successful in our future applications.
Moreover if the intended integration of the Science
Faculties of UvA and VU University Amsterdam has
finally been decided for, we will become part of the
largest cluster of scientists in the Sciences domain
in The Netherlands. This will increase our visibility
within the Netherlands and abroad and extend
our opportunities to sustain top level research and
education in the future.

Prof. dr. Willem Stiekema
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Facts & Figures

T

The integrated results for 2012 show a deficit of
1102k€ where a deficit of 751k€ was budgeted. Several
factors resulted in the higher than budgeted deficit.
This includes costs for former personnel and a larger
amount of money required for equipment and
adaptations of the laboratories and animal facility.

25,000
20,000
15,000
10,000

Table and figure 1: Representation of revenues and costs
of the Swammerdam Institute for Life Sciences, in k€,
for the years 2001-2012. In 2006, the university changed
to a new financial system in which budgets were
increased and full costs were calculated.
**as of 2009, costs that were included in “personnel costs”
were transferred to “bench fees”.

5,000
0

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

-5,000
university funding
external funding
total revenues
result

Year

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

University funding

5,838

6,131

7,364

8,987

7,577 13,234 12,795 13,848 13,580 14,561 12,750 13,494

External funding

3,852

3,883

4,474

6,167

4,515

Total revenues

9,690 10,014 11,838 15,154 12,092 17,935 17,747 19,337 18,645 19,297 20,035 20,932

Personnel costs

7,096

7,465

8,919

9,626

9,122 12,816 13,918 14,448 11,191 10,342 10,565 11,822

Bench fees**

2,236

2,450

3,310

4,989

2,729

Total costs

9,332

9,915 12,229 14,614 11,851 18,178 18,056 19,688 18,986 19,154 19,838 22,034

Result

358

99

-391

540
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4,701

5,362

241

The sum of the results of the period 2001 up to and
including 2011 is -58k€. This is in sharp contrast with
the -1,102 k€ result for 2012 only. For 2013 and 2014
negative results have been budgeted (-974k€ and
-715k€) as well. The main reason for this deficit is
the employment of new personnel, required for the
education of the increasing number of students.
With a few years’ delay this will lead to an increased
income for SILS, as stipulated by the FNWI models
that divide the money within the faculty and that are
based on teaching load and the number of diplomas.
However, the initial investment made by SILS is not
paid for according to these models, resulting in a

Table and figure 2: number of FTE and
number of people employed at SILS on 31
December (including FOM employees and
PhD fellows with a scholarship).

2006

-243

2007

4,952

4,138

-309

2008

5,489

5,240

-351

2009

personnel costs
bench fees**
total costs

5,064

7,795

2010

4,736

8,812

-342

143

2011

7,285

2012

7,438

9,273 10,212

197 -1,102

negative results for about three years. The decision to
employ new personnel was made in accordance with
the faculty.
250

200
FTE university funded

150

FTE (NWO/FOM funded)
FTE (EU, contracts)
FTE (scholarships)

100

number of FTE
50
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2008

2009
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Year

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

FTE university funded

95.6

90.6

90.6

103.9

101.3

FTE (NWO/FOM funded)

24.1

20

33.3

43.6

50.5

FTE (EU, contracts)

42.5

38.1

37.3

38.6

37

FTE (scholarships)

1

11

10

10

12

number of FTE

163.1

159.7

171.6

196.1

200.8

number of employees

172

167

180

208

211

Facts & Figures
Funding
The funding system of Dutch universities distinguishes
three different kinds of funding resources. These so
called “funding sources” are numbered one to three.
Resources originating from the university itself
are referred to as the first funding source. External

funding is divided into funding from the Netherlands
Organisation for Scientific Research (NWO; second
funding source) and money originating from all other
resources such as EU and contract research (third
funding source).

Year

2003

2004

2005

Revenues 1st funding source

7,793

8,987

7,577 13,234 12,795 13,848 13,580 14,561 12,750 13,494

Costs 1st funding source

8,291

8,902

7,357 13,580 13,259 14,154 13,845 14,068 12,707 14,613

Result 1 funding source

-498

85

220

-346

-464

-306

-265

493

43

-1,119

Revenues 2nd funding source

2,279

2,303

2,160

2,032

2,299

2,434

1,821

1,884

3,788

4,567

funding source

2,279

2,303

2,160

2,048

2,226

2,436

1,713

2,195

3,814

4,576

Result 2nd funding source

0

0

0

-16

73

-2

108

-311

-26

-9

Revenues 3rd funding source

1,766

3,864

2,355

2,669

2,653

3,055

3,244

2,851

3,498

2,871

Costs 3rd funding source

1,659

3,409

2,334

2,550

2,571

3,097

3,429

2,891

3,318

2,845

107

455

21

119

82

-42

-185

-40

180

26

st

Costs 2

nd

Result 3

rd

funding source

2006

2007

14,000

14,000

12,000

12,000

10,000

10,000

2008

2009

2010

2011

1

2012

8,000

8,000
revenues

revenues

6,000

costs
6,000
result 1st

costs

4,000

4,000

2,000

2,000

0

2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

0

result 2nd

2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

-2,000

-2,000

3a: 1st funding source

3b: 2nd funding source

14,000
12,000

Table and figure 3(a-c): representation of income
and costs in the 1st, 2nd and 3rd funding source, in k€,
for
the years 2003-2012 (revenues and costs in the 1st
revenues
funding
source include the money involved for teaching
costs
result
activities).

10,000
8,000

14,000

6,000

12,000

4,000

10,000

2,000

8,000

0

6,000
2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

-2,000

Figure legend:

revenues
costs
result

4,000

3c: 3rd funding source

2,000
0
-2,000

2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012
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Personnel
In 2012, SILS employed over 200 people from a wide
range of nationalities. On 31 December, 30% of the 211
SILS employees (including bursaries) originated from
abroad, most notably from Germany, China, Italy,
Poland and India (figure 4).

Age wise our staff is spread over the full range from
starting PhD, to people who are (close to) retiring.
The university aims at an equal division of male and
female staff at all levels. On 31 December 2012 the
male/female ratios were as indicated in figure 5.

Dutch (69.7%)

German (4.3%)

Chinese (3.8%)

Italian (3.3%)

Polish (2.8%)

Indian (2.4%)

Chilian (1.4%)

Greek (1.4%)

American (0.9%)

British (0.9%)

French (0.9%)

Indonesian (0.9%)

Austrian (0.9%)

Russian (0.9%)

Argentinan (0.5%)

Belgian (0.5%)

Bengal (0.5%)

Estonian (0.5%)

Malaysian (0.5%)

Mexican (0.5%)

Pakistanian (0.5%)

Portugese (0.5%)

Servian (0.5%)

Thai (0.5%)

Turkish (0.5%)

Figure 4: Distribution of various nationalities at SILS
100%

80%
70%

0.07

0.13

90%

0.32

0.33
0.52

60%
50%
40%
30%
20%

Female

0.93

0.87

Male

0.68

0.67
0.48

10%
0%

PhD

Postdoc

male/female ratio

Assistant
professor

Associate
professor

Professor

2010

2011

2012

M

F

M

F

M

F

PhD

0.41

0.59

0.45

0.55

0.48

0.52

Postdoc

0.82

0.18

0.72

0.28

0.67

0.33

Assistant prof

0.71

0.29

0.70

0.30

0.68

0.32

Associate prof

1.00

0.00

0.83

0.17

0.87

0.13

Professor

0.92

0.08

0.93

0.07

0.93

0.07

Figure and table 5: male/female ratio of people employed at the UvA on 31 December
(including FOM employees, excluding PhD fellows with a scholarship)
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Special Chairs
New Special Chairs

Prof. E.M.A. Aronica
►► Special Chair Pathology of the Nervous System, University of Amsterdam
►► Head Department of Pathology, Academic Medical Centre
Recent work on neuro-glial cell physiology has revealed that glial cells are much more actively
involved in brain information processing than previously anticipated. This finding has stimulated
the novel view that the brain should be viewed as a circuit of interactive neuron and glial cell
networks. Despite the solidity of the evidence for glia-neuron signalling many fundamental
questions on the basic cellular and molecular aspects of this intriguing partnership still remain
unanswered or have not been addressed in the functional in vivo context. The major aim of our
research efforts is to investigate the role of glial cells as potential cellular targets for developing
novel therapies in human neurological disorders.

Prof. J.J.B. Keurentjes
►► Special Chair Applied Quantitative Plant Genetics, University of Amsterdam
►► Assistant professor, Laboratory of Genetics, Wageningen University Plant Sciences
The Laboratory of Genetics investigates causes and consequences of natural genetic variation
within species. Genetic variation plays an essential role in ecological and evolutionary processes
but is also the basis for agricultural breeding and crop improvement. Our research focuses on
the use and development of genetic resources to understand the mechanistic basis of plant
development and performance and elucidating the regulatory pathways governing these
processes.

Current Special Chairs
Prof. J. (Jannie) Borst
Chair: Experimental Oncology
Head Division Immunology, Netherlands Cancer Institute, Amsterdam
Prof. S.M. (Marieke) van Ham
Chair: Biological Immunology
Manager Immunopathology, Sanquin Research, Amsterdam
Prof. E.M. (Elly) Hol
Chair: Biology of Glia and Neural Stem Cells
Group Leader, Netherlands Institute for Neuroscience, Amsterdam
Prof. P.L. (Peter) Hordijk
Chair: Molecular Cell Biology of Cell Migration
Head of the Dept. of Molecular Cell Biology, Sanquin Research, Amsterdam
Prof. J. (Jeroen) Hugenholtz
Chair: Industrial Molecular Microbiology
Head Coca Cola Bioscience Department, Germany
Prof. A.H.C. (Antoine) van Kampen
Chair: Biological and Biomedical Information
Head Bioinformatics Laboratory, Academic Medical Centre, Amsterdam
Prof. C.G. (Chris) Kruse
Chair: Cellular and Systems Neurobiology
Director Business Development/Scientific Advisor, Pharma Plexus Holland, Utrecht
Prof. M.S. (Melly) Oitzl
Chair: Cognitive Neurobiology
Associate Professor, Center for Drug Research, Medical Pharmacology, University of Leiden
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Chapter 2:
Highlights

Portrait of Leendert Hamoen

Highlights

Leendert Hamoen, UvA
professor of Bacterial
Cell Biology since
1 September 2012,
also professor at the
Centre for Bacterial Cell
Biology in Newcastle,
UK.

When did you know you wanted to be a researcher and why?
“As a child, I lived outside of Groningen surrounded by meadows and I was always busy with
birds and other things in nature. From an early time I knew I wanted to study biology. At
the University of Groningen, I focused on molecular microbiology since bacteria are simple
organisms, and suitable for quick experiments.”

What do you want to achieve in your career? What is your main goal?
“In the end, I would like to understand how a bacterial cell works. Currently, I am trying to
understand how a bacterial cell divides. This research is essential if we want to make synthetic
cells in the future, but it can also be used to develop new antibiotics that can block cell division.
Another interesting subject that I recently started to work on are persister cells and finding
antibiotics against these highly resistant cells. I’ve been working on the same bug for almost
20 years now, and I’m still making new discoveries. More and more, I am trying to use this
accumulated knowledge to work on more applied problems.”
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Double-portrait of Leendert Hamoen and Tanneke den Blaauwen

What would you advise our young researchers?
“Enjoy your research time, it is an interesting learning experience. However, not everyone
can continue with research; enthusiasm alone is not enough. It is hard work and you should
certainly be prepared to spend a period abroad.”

How do you enjoy working with Tanneke?
“Working together with Tanneke is fun: we know each other from conferences a bit. We
complement and challenge each other, and she has a lot to show me with regards to education
and how the UvA works.”

You also work at the Centre for Bacterial Cell Biology in Newcastle, is there a
difference in working in the UK or the Netherlands?
“I’m slowly wrapping up my lab in Newcastle. I’ve lived in England for ten years, first in
Oxford for four years and then in Newcastle for six. Work ethics are a bit different. PhD
students and postdocs make long hours in the UK institutes where I have been working, and
work continuously in the evenings and weekends. But it is good to be back in the Netherlands!”
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Portrait of Tanneke den Blaauwen

Highlights

Tanneke den Blaauwen,
UvA associate
professor of Bacterial
Cell Biology since 1
September 2012.
“I wa
nt to
make
the u
seen nseen
.”
When did you know you wanted to be a researcher and why?
“I’m originally from Amsterdam. I have always had a burning curiosity for how living things
work. I went to the University of Amsterdam to study chemical biology and knew in my
first year that I wanted to be a researcher. I specialised in electron microscopy and then
molecular biology and spectroscopy: I want to make the unseen seen and describe what is seen
quantitatively. I worked at the universities of Leiden, Groningen and Tübingen in Germany. I
am back at the UvA since 1999.”

What would you advise our young researchers?
“You should really pay attention to the structure of your organisation in the early stages of your
career and build a network. Don’t just focus on your own research.”

How do you enjoy working with Leendert?
“It is still early days, but our collaboration is certainly inspiring. I look forward to working
together to establish a microbiological educational track and to set up challenging science, such
as membrane technology, micro fluidics and single cells analysis. One plus one in our case is
three!”
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Start-up: SciENZA

In March
2012, the new
laboratory
of SciENZA
Biotechnologies
was opened at
Science Park,
University of
Amsterdam
(UvA).

2

Mission
SciENZA was established by Enza Zaden to apply its
generic technology to solve problems in agriculture
and floriculture. SciENZA Biotechnologies falls under
the direct responsibility of the director of Enza Zaden
Research & Development, Joep Lambalk. Enza Zaden has developed, in-house or in collaboration
with specific research partners, technology with demonstrated value in several vegetable crops.
SciENZA Biotechnologies is working to apply this technology in breeding of agricultural and
horticultural crops as well. Current efforts are focused on
crop resistance to a specific group of pathogens.

Collaboration
The new company currently has two staff members: Chris
van Schie (researcher / project leader) and Miriam Kroon
(assistant researcher). SciENZA also utilizes the expertise
of Frank Takken of the Molecular Plant Pathology group
and the infrastructure of SILS. Setting up SciENZA at this
location forms an excellent opportunity to combine the
existing expertise within the Molecular Plant Pathology
group with the technology and knowledge of Enza Zaden.
Furthermore, it provides possibilities for students to
Chris van Schie opens SciENZA.
get acquainted with state-of-the-art molecular research
conducted within the Dutch Green Life Science sector.
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Nikon’s Center of Excellence

Highlights

Nikon and the University of Amsterdam
partnered to open a Center of excellence
in Super Resolution microscopy
development on 23 October 2012. Nikon’s
latest imaging systems including N-SIM
and N-STORM Super Resolution systems,
A1R C2 confocal and an Andor Spinning
Disk Confocal.
Dr Erik Manders, associate professor
at the UvA, and Peter Drent, general
manager at Nikon Instruments Europe
BV, worked together to realise this
training- and demonstration site for Nikon
staff and customers and simultaneous
centre for instrumentation development.

Why was the Nikon Center opened at the UvA?
“We have a long-standing relationship with the Japanese company Nikon. Five years ago, I was
involved in the development of microscopy with controlled lighting to reduce phototoxicity
during live cell microscopy. The development of this new technology was a collaborative project
within the Van Leeuwenhoek Centre for Advanced Microscopy by Dr. Ron Hoebe at the AMC
and myself here at SILS. Nikon was very interested in our technology from the start and the
commercialisation of a related product was reasonably successful. That formed the incentive
to brave a new challenge together: the development of a new super resolution technology
within the Nikon Center of Excellence. Nikon also plays an important part in the STW
Perspective programme ‘Nanoscopy’ that I managed to obtain last year. We work together with
seven groups in the Netherlands; NKI, AMC, VU, UU, TU Twente, TU Delft and Erasmus,
that develop and use applications concerning super resolution. Fourteen PhD students are
currently working on this research programme. These collaborations are an important source
of knowledge and equipment exchange.”
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Nikon’s Center of Excellence
What is it like, working with a company such as Nikon?
“The partnership between UvA and Nikon Instruments Europe offers many advantages for
both parties: the UvA is provided with the latest equipment such as a new STORM and SIM
device (both super-resolution microscopes) and we stay informed of the latest developments
within the Nikon company. For Nikon, it is interesting to demonstrate their microscopes in an
academic setting where they have access to living cells and the latest GFP constructs.”

How did the new super resolution techniques develop so far?
“A new development we are currently working on is the super-resolution confocal microscope.
The prototype was developed in under two months by my PhD student, Giulia De Luca,
together with Alessandra Scarpellini from Nikon. The good thing is that Nikon has excellent
connections with other industries, which accelerates the developmental process. Plus we can
borrow equipment or get access to knowledge that other researchers do not easily have.”

Can you give an example of an application of the super-resolution microscope?
“A nice example is the research of Babette de Jong (Mol. Cytology) and Wendy Timmermans
(group Harm Krugers) who work on the morphology of ‘dendritic spines’ and their response on
stress hormones. These microscopic structures are hard to see with an ordinary microscope, but
are a lot easier to study with a super-resolution microscope. In our own group Kevin Crosby,
Eelco Hoogendoorn, Ronald Breedijk, Dorus Gadella and Marten Postma implemented
PALM (another super-resolution technology) to study the oligomerisation of annexin at the
cell membrane. Kevin has recorded thousands of single-molecule images and Eelco and Marten
have developed a mathematical algorithm to analyse these images and construct a supersharp
image (see p49). The number of applications will grow as soon as SILS scientists realise what
super-resolution can do in their research.”
Photograph: Fred van Diem
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Councillor Gehrels visits SILS

Highlights

Friday, 20 January 2012, SILS
received a visit from Carolien
Gehrels, councillor for, among others,
Economic Affairs, Art and Culture.
She was presented with a short series
of lectures concerning the Research
Priority Area ‘Green Life Sciences’.

As part of the Green Life Sciences Research Priority, SILS conducts plant research in collaboration
with the Dutch company ENZA zaden, operating from the Seed Valley region near Enkhuizen,
and the Netherlands Inspection Service for Horticulture (NAKTuinbouw).
Both organisations were represented that afternoon, in addition to the flower auction FloraHolland
and the Chamber of Commerce of Amsterdam that is invested in the floriculture market Aalsmeer.
They introduced councillor Gehrels to their regional “Green Life-Sciences Hub”, meant to enable
innovation of both research and education in the green sector.

Afterwards, Professor of Molecular Microbial Physiology, Joost Teixeira-de-Mattos, showed how
cyanobacteria can transform sunlight into valuable biofuels in his greenhouse setup.
Professor in Plant Physiology Michel Haring demonstrated how petunias can produce not only a
beautiful variety of colour, but of delicious smells as well.
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Martijn Rep · €487,000
Horizon Zenith
Johan Westerhuis · €463,198
EU STATegra

The next-generation DNA and RNA sequencers
will transform life sciences research. In our
project we will set up a state-of-the-art nextgeneration sequencing platform for life sciences
researchers within and outside the UvA. The
anticipated data output will be the equivalent
of 250 full human genomes per day.

How can it be that strains of one fungal
species, Fusarium oxysporum, infect more than
a hundred different plant species, with each
strain being specific to only one or a few plant
species? And how can we discriminate between
these strains and harmless strains, so that we
can protect our crops more effectively against
Fusarium wilt disease? In this project we look
for answers to these questions by comparing
genome sequences of different fungal strains.
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One of the cells that play a vital role in the
immune system is the B-cell. To understand
B-cell development, multiple groups will work
together in the Stategra project performing
various genomics measurements characterising
the developmental processes, while others
will use this data to develop models of these
processes. In the end we will merge all models
to arrive at a consensus model to be tested for
its predictive power with new experiments.

Maike Stam · €714,060
STW

In order to meet the global food challenge,
plant breeders are continuously searching
for new sources of genetic variation to
tackle problems such as soil erosion,
nutrient depletion, rapid climate changes
and fresh water scarcity and, as a result, are
increasingly interested in novel technologies
for precise genome engineering. However,
these technologies are hampered by low
efficiencies. We aim to identify circumstances
that enhance these efficiencies, making
an economically viable technology for the
improvement of crop plants.

Maike Stam · €727,132
Marie Curie: EpiTRAITS

The mission of the EU-FP7 Marie Curie
ITN EpiTRAITS - Epigenetic regulation
of economically important plant traits - is
to train 14 young researchers appointed
throughout Europe in epigenetic gene
regulation and flowering in the model plant
Arabidopsis thaliana and various crop plants.
The fellows will receive an interdisciplinary,
custom-developed training programme
aimed at improving their career prospects in
academia and the private sector.

Leendert Hamoen · €1,500,000
VICI

To grow, a bacterium must divide. Despite
many years of research we still don’t know
exactly how a bacterial cell divides into
two new cells. If cell division is blocked
then bacteria can’t grow, and this makes
cell division an interesting target for
new antibiotics. In my Vici project I will
investigate the mechanism of bacterial cell
division and search for novel compounds
that block this process.

Timo Breit · €399,750
NWO middelgroot

Grants & Awards

Highlights

SILS Awards 2012
SILS End-of-Year Awards 2012

SILS Valorisation Award 2012
Most successful external fund raiser
Maike Stam

Amsterdam
January 17th 2013

Prof. dr. W.J. Stiekema
Institute director

SILS Education Award 2012
Most innovative teacher
Erwin van Vliet

Amsterdam
January 17th 2013

Prof. dr. W.J. Stiekema
Institute director

SILS Research Award 2012
Best paper
Martin Vinck

Amsterdam
January 17th 2013

Prof. dr. W.J. Stiekema
Institute director

SILS Special Award 2012
Life-time achievement of
exceptional services
Bondien Fabius

Amsterdam
January 17th 2013
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Prof. dr. W.J. Stiekema
Institute director

Grants & Awards
SILS Research Day 2012 Awards

1st Presentation Prize: Marlies Oostland, CSNB
Marlies investigates how the neurotransmitter
serotonin modulates the postnatal development of the
cerebellum.

2nd Presentation Prize: Ada Dattoli, MC&LCAM
Ada uses the small translucent sea anemone
Nematostella vectensis to learn about the relationship
between embryonic morphogenic genes and
tumorogenesis.

1st Poster Prize: Sacha Stelder, MBMFS
Sacha is investigating the proteins present in the
protective coats of spores of pathogenic food-spoilage
organisms.

2nd Poster Prize: Valentin Hammoudi, MPP
Valentin wants to know how a protein modification,
called SUMOylation, controls plant immunity.
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Chapter 3:
Research Programme
Systems Biology of the
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Research Programme: Systems Biology of the Living Cell

Molecular Microbial Physiology
Prof. K.J. Hellingwerf
Prof. M.J. Teixeira de Mattos
Prof. J. Hugenholtz

T

Chairholder
Professor
Special Chair

The impact that microbes exert on life on Earth and
indeed on Earth itself has been well-recognised now
for many decades. The activity of microorganisms is
seen not only at the global levels of evolution, the
cycle of elements, ecological interactions and so on,
but also in the direct effects on human life, both
for better and for worse. Our knowledge about the
biochemistry and physiology of microbial species is
extensive but in many cases, however, only descriptive
and qualitative. Further understanding of the
impressive potential of microbes to adapt, proliferate
and survive under a vast range of conditions demands
a quantitative and systems-analytical approach. This
is even more so when it comes either to combating
the adverse properties of microbes or to applying
their many beneficial capacities, that is, transforming
fundamental insights into applications. The Molecular
Microbial Physiology Group (MMPG) has recognised
the need for the ‘new’ quantitative microbiology
and has shifted its research accordingly in the past
years to what may be called Systems Microbiology.
Our research deals with integrating the properties
of biochemical/biophysical networks such as

glycolysis, photosynthesis and respiration with signal
transduction and signal processing, with structurefunction relations and with physiological strategies for
survival and growth. This integrative approach goes
hand in hand with studies on specific (sub)molecular
events (e.g. in proteins involved in light sensing or
the regulatory role of electron carriers in the redox
chemistry of the chemotrophic cell). The work aims
at understanding how their life style endows microbes
with the capacity to successfully cope with often severe
and ever-changing environments.
The broad diversity of microbial genera, and the large
genetic, biochemical and physiological differences
between the genera, makes it unavoidable to focus
the research on more than one species. We study both
chemoheterotrophs, including the Gram-positive,
endospore-forming Bacillus subtilis, industrially
relevant Lactic Acid Bacteria and the metabolically
extremely versatile Gram-negative Escherichia coli,
and the model organism for oxygenic photosynthesis:
Synechocystis.

Group members
Postdoctoral researchers
Alejandra de Almeida
Martijn Bekker
Filipe Branco Dos Santos
Johan van Beilen
Koen van Grinsven
Vinod Puthan Veetil
PhD students
Aleksandra Bury
Andreas Angermayr
Marijke Hospes
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Philipp Savakis
Rosa Milou Schuurmans
Poonam Sharma
Jeroen van der Steen
Pascal van Alphen
Technicians
Jos Arents
Amanuensis
Dennis Rijnsburger

Molecular Microbial Physiology

Research highlights
►► In collaboration with the group of Prof. Hankemeier, (Analytical BioSciences, Leiden
University) two procedures have been compared for metabolomics analysis of CHO cells: the ‘cold
methanol’ quenching method and ‘silicon-oil centrifugation’. The latter method is superior with
respect to prevention of leakage of metabolites from the cells during the cell-medium separation
step and minimisation of disturbance of cellular physiology, as indicated by the energy charge.
Publication of this work is in progress.
►► The SUMO-2 project has provided direct evidence that, besides ubiquinone, also menaquinone
can specifically inhibit ArcB activity through disulfide-bond formation. Experiments are ongoing
to test whether these two quinones inhibit ArcB at similar rates of oxygen input in a chemostat
system.
►► The SysMoLAB2 project has been completed by providing a systems-biology based hybrid
kinetic-genome scale model of the growth of lactic acid of four different species of Lactic Acid
Bacteria. The comparative approach in this project has considerably speeded up this modelling
work focused on the general physiology of lactic acid bacteria.
►► The use of Photoactive Yellow Protein as a model system to study the ultra-fast aspects of
(photo)receptor activation is continued in close collaboration with Professors Groot and Van
Grondelle (Vrije University Amsterdam), Larsen (UC Davis, Ca, USA) and Boelens (University of
Utrecht). New site-directed mutants have been designed to study the ultrafast photo-isomerisation
dynamics, as well as photo-ionisation (and charge recombination).
►► The general stress response (GSR) of the chemotrophic Gram-positive Bacillus subtilis can be
activated by diverse input signals ranging from energy limitations to salt-, ethanol- or heat-shock.
Our group has shown that also low intensities of visible light ranks among these stimuli. During
the past year we have demonstrated that these stressosomes can be visualised with ultra-highresolution microscopy. With this technique models on the structure of the stressosomes, based on
in vitro experiments, were confirmed in vivo.
►► Research on the use of cyanobacteria for the production of a variety of products from
CO2, including lactic acid, ethylene, 2,3-butanediol and cellulose, with the help of energy from
sunlight, is ongoing at lab- and pilot-plant scale. Site-directed insertion of gene-cassettes from
fermentative organisms is used to construct transgenic organisms that show product formation in
Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 in the light. Using metabolic control analysis it was shown for lactic
acid production that the level of expression of the fermentative pathway forms a bottleneck in such
production systems. Nevertheless, for 2,3-butanediol considerable rates and levels of production
were achieved. An important element in high productivity is the NADPH-dependency of the
dehydrogenases involved.

Other highlight
►► In the framework of developing a research programme for the Amsterdam Faculty of Science,
the Molecular Microbial Physiology Group actively participates in the new themes ‘Solardam’ and
‘Green Life Sciences’.
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Research aims for the coming year
►► The SysMo project SUMO-2 will continue to characterise the role of the different quinones
in E. coli in the regulation of the ArcB/A system. The focus of this work will be on the assay of the
redox state of the menaquinone pool(s) and on the modulation of ArcB activity by the electrochemical potential gradient across the membrane for protons. For assaying the latter parameter,
new methodology will be developed with sensors for both the membrane potential and the transmembrane pH gradient genetically encoded in the genome of the organism.
►► The project on post-translational regulation of carbon catabolite expression in Escherichia
coli will concentrate on resolving the regulation mechanism of a few selected examples of proteins
that were identified to be subject to this type of regulation.
►► Site-directed mutagenesis, combined with high resolution time-resolved spectrometric
and microscopy technologies will continue to be an important tool in our studies on microbial
photoreceptor- and photo-signalling structures, functions and mechanisms, both in vitro and in
vivo.
►► Photofermentation research will continue to focus on the production of ethylene, butanol
and cellulose. For butanol the emphasis will be on (i) optimisation of 2,3-butanediol production
and (ii) detailed studies of heterologous expression of diol-dehydratases. The project on a third,
IR-sensitive, proton-pumping photosystem will focus on demonstrating functional activity of the
heterologously expressed proteorhodopsin in Synechocystis, in collaboration with Prof. W. de Grip
from Leiden University.
►► The work on Lactic Acid Bacteria in the MMP Group will be fortified with a tenure
track position for work on genome stability and genome evolution, and their modulation by
environmental conditions.

Academic publications
Angermayr, S.A., Paszota, M. & Hellingwerf,
K.J. (2012). Engineering a cyanobacterial cell
factory for production of lactic acid. Applied and
Environmental Microbiology, 78(19), 7098-7106.
Hospes, M., Ippel, J.H., Boelens, R.,
Hellingwerf, K.J. & Hendriks, J. (2012). Binding
of hydrogen-citrate to photoactive yellow protein
is affected by the structural changes related to
signaling state formation. The journal of physical
chemistry. B, 116(44), 13172-13182.
Levering, J., Musters, M.W., Bekker,
M., Bellomo, D., Fiedler, T., Vos, W.M. de,
Hugenholtz, J., Kreikemeyer, B., Kummer, U.
& Teusink, B. (2012). Role of phosphate in the
central metabolism of two lactic acid bacteria - a
comparative systems biology approach. The FEBS
Journal, 279(7), 1274-1290.
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Roermund, C.W.T. van, Ijlst, L., Majczak, W.,
Waterham, H.R., Folkerts, H., Wanders, R.J.A. &
Hellingwerf, K.J. (2012). Peroxisomal fatty acid uptake
mechanism in Saccharomyces cerevisiae. The Journal of
Biological Chemistry, 287(24), 20144-20153.

Hellingwerf, K. (22 November 2012). Fermentation
of tropical fruits. Amsterdam, UvA.

Sharma, P., Teixeira De Mattos, M.J., Hellingwerf,
K.J. & Bekker, M. (2012). On the function of the
various quinone species in Escherichia coli. The FEBS
Journal, 279, 3364-3373.

Hellingwerf, K. (12 April 2012). Photosynthetic
efficiency, the clock & gene expression. Leiden, TBSC/
Lorentz Workshop: Hacking the biological clock.

Sharma, P., Hellingwerf, K.J., Teixeira De Mattos,
M.J. & Bekker, M. (2012). Uncoupling of substratelevel phosphorylation in Escherichia coli during
glucose-limited growth. Applied and Environmental
Microbiology, 78(19), 6908-13.
Steen, J.B. van der, Ávila-Pérez, M., Knippert, D.,
Vreugdenhil, A., Alphen, P. van & Hellingwerf, K.J.
(2012). Differentiation of function among the RsbR
paralogs in the general stress response of Bacillus
subtilis with regard to light perception. Journal of
Bacteriology, 194(7), 1708-1716.
PhD theses
Hospes, M. (13 November 2012). Light responses
of bacteria. Site-directed mutagenesis study of PYP &
Photo-inactivation of E. coli and B. subtilis. UvA (152
p.), prom.: prof. K.J. Hellingwerf.
Sosinska, G.J. (09 October 2012). Adaptations
in the wall proteome of the clinical fungus Candida
Albicans in response to infection-related environmental
conditions. UvA (199 p.). Prom./coprom.: prof. K.J.
Hellingwerf, prof. C.G. de Koster & dr F.M. Klis.
Invited lectures
Bekker, M. (28 February 2012). The use of
cyanobacteria for solar-driven synthesis from CO
.
2
Germany, Coca Cola Research company.
Hellingwerf, K. (11 May 2012). Introduction and
Review of Theme 2, solar energy conservation at the
cellular level. Annual Meeting TBSC.
Hellingwerf, K. (6 November 2012). CO2 and
solar energy as a source of ingredients, with a little bit
of help from cyanobacteria. Amsterdam, Coca Cola
Teleconference.

Hellingwerf, K. (9 April 2012). Optogenetics: een
begrip met een dubbele bodem. SILS, UvA, Amsterdam.

Hellingwerf, K. (17 April 2012). Redirecting
intermediary metabolism of Synechocystis sp. PCC6803
for sustainable biofuel production. Papendal, Annual
KNVM Meeting.
Hellingwerf, K. (16 November 2012). Shortcut in
cyanobacteria from CO2 to liquid fuel, through synthetic
systems biology. Amsterdam, symposium Solardam.
Hellingwerf, K. (23 March 2012). Solar biofuel
production according to the Photanol concept. UvA,
Amsterdam, Opening pilot plant Photanol BV.
Hellingwerf, K. (11 July 2012). Solar biofuel
production: Learning as the generations evolve. Buenos
Aires, Argentina, Fundación Instituto Leloir.
Hellingwerf, K. (18 July 2012). Solar biofuel
production: Learning as the generations evolve.
Department of Industrial Microbiology, Faculty of
Pharmacy, Universidad de Buenos Aires, Argentina.
Hellingwerf, K. (11 October 2012). Solar biofuel
production: Learning as the generations evolve.
Noordwijkerhout, Workshop Algae Technology.
Hellingwerf, K. (27 August 2012). Solar biofuel
production: n generations. Noordwijkerhout, BE-Basic
Workshop.
Hellingwerf, K. (5 April 2012). The Photanol concept:
the most direct route to green chemicals. Wageningen,
Caput college.
Hellingwerf, K. (20 June 2012). Using algae for solar
energy conservation. São Paulo, Brasil, Contribution
to NWO-FAPESP-CNPq workshop for developing
research collaborations on the Bio-based economy.
Hellingwerf, K.J. (30 May 2012). Synthetic Systems
Biology: History, definition and impact. Jaarvergadering
KNCV.
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Molecular Biology and Microbial Food
Safety
Prof. S. Brul
Dr J.C. van der Spek
Dr G.J. Smits
Dr Y. Budovskaya
Dr F.M. Klis
Dr B. Ter Kuile

I

Chairholder
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Tenure Track Assistant Professor
Senior scientist (former Associate Professor)
Scientist Dutch Drug & Food Authority (VWA)

In 2012 we capitalised on our analysis of stress response
of (micro)organisms to the benefit of furthering our
basic understanding as well as leveraging this towards
application.

Our basic understanding focused on the physiology
of intracellular pH homeostasis and on population
heterogeneity in stress response. The role of
mitochondria in stress response both towards antiHIV drug-induced cellular damage, as well as in
ageing, was further elucidated.

Research highlights
►► In Saccharomyces cerevisiae, we showed that the change in intracellular pH in response to a
weak organic acid perturbation can be measured at seconds time resolution. The genome-wide
data-analysis of intracellular pH perturbation revealed the quantitative control of pHi on the
control of cell division. This insight was published in Genome Biology, impact factor near 10.
►► The spin-off led to the notion that while the plasmamembrane ATP-consuming proton pump
is important for pHi maintenance, the anion pumping Pdr12 plays a pivotal role as well. This was
published in Applied and Environmental Microbiology, an American Society for Microbiology
journal, as well as in the PhD thesis of Azmat Ullah. His thesis ‘Weak organic acid stress in yeast’
formed the cherry on top of a 5-year Nuffic-sponsored MSc-PhD fellowship and was successfully
defended in December 2012.
►► This work also formed the basis for interest expressed by Heinz and DSM in our work.
Assistant Prof. Gertien Smits, who spearheads this line of research, was approached by DSM
as external expert advisor for one of their product optimisation projects, while Heinz Europe is
much interested in the used of pHi as a tool to predict cellular fate upon exposure to various food
preservation conditions. Discussions with Heinz are ongoing, focusing on continued support for
the study of intracellular pH dynamics as a predictive modelling tool in determining cell growth,
survival and death.
►► Finally, we capitalised on our understanding of thermal stress response in yeast, by publishing
the isoenzyme expression changes in response to high temperature in Saccharomyces cerevisiae.
These adaptations determine the metabolic regulation of increased glycolytic flux in yeast. Our
spin-off towards the medical field revealed that yeast wall proteome dynamics plays a key role in
host-pathogen interplay. Candida albicans cell wall proteins or a derived multi-antigenic peptide
synthetic protein are key candidates for vaccination and are currently evaluated. 2 PhD thesis
defences in this area are anticipated for early 2013.
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Research highlights (continued)
►► From yeast one level of organisation
upward, we utilise the multicellular simple
eukaryote Caenorhabditis elegans to study
stress response towards mitochondrial
malfunction either induced by compound
stresses (anti-HIV agents) or ageing. A review
on invitation was accepted in which both
areas where linked and premature aging,
observed in anti-HIV agent treated patients,
was mechanistically explored (figure 1).
►► Ageing itself is studied in the context of
the working hypothesis, introduced by Dr.
Yelena Budovskaya, that states that alternative
Figure 1: Schematic representation of the
to the ‘damage accumulation’ hypothesis,
major effects of antiretroviral drugs that drive
aging may also be the result of Developmental
premature and accelerated aging. Antiretroviral
Drift. A long standing scientific debate on
drugs cause mtDNA damage and depletion, oxidative
the validity of this was settled by a response
stress and altered mitochondrial morphology and
letter published in Mechanisms of Ageing
function. These alterations in the mitochondria
and Development.
contribute, either alone or in unison, to premature
►► In our prokaryotic studies we continued
and accelerated aging in HAART-treated patients
to lead the studies on the effect of pHi
(Smith et al., Frontiers in Genetics; Genetics of Aging,
perturbation by weak organic acid exposure
2013 doi: 10.3389/fgene.2012.00328).
(mainly sorbic acid) on Bacillus subtilis spore
germination and outgrowth. We place these studies in the context of ‘omics’ data acquisition and
its implication for microbiological risk assessment (MRA) and published a viewpoint paper in
Trends in Food Science and Technology. The important implications and limitations of ‘omics’
for quantitative microbiological risk assessment were therein discussed. As a case study our
own research continues to focus on (i) bacterial spore former germination and outgrowth upon
preservation treatments and (ii) antibiotic resistance development in Escherichia coli originating
from feed and food.
►► In spore germination and outgrowth analysis we developed a new live imaging protocol,
captured under the term spore-tracker, which was recently accepted for publication in Plos (Pandey
et al., 2013). The tool allows single-spore live imaging from germination through outgrowth to
vegetative growth, as well as the automated quantification of each step (figure 2). The data analysis
is made available on-line: http://simon.bio.uva.nl/objectj/examples/sporetracker/SporeTracker.
htm.
►► In addition to spore germination and outgrowth, the system measures the bacterial vegetative
growth rate at single cell level, as well as the development of the intracellular pH with ratiometric
pHluorin. The project Targeted Inhibition of Bacterial Spores (TIBS) focuses on this. In this
area the spore structure itself is also addressed and meanwhile a separate FES funded project was
successfully started to explore this in more detail.
►► Finally, we deploy our knowledge on prokaryotes with the Dutch Food Safety Authority in
studying the adaptation to antibiotics at the molecular physiological level. Last year, two papers in
this field were accepted, one of which -Modeling non-inherited antibiotic resistance- was
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Research highlights (cont.)
published (Mathematical Journal). The latter paper highlights the quantitative focus of the VWAsponsored research in our group.
►► We collaborate extensively with the Biomolecular Mass Spectrometry and the Molecular
Cytology groups of SILS. In 2012, this led to 12 peer-reviewed publications, a PhD thesis and near
to 10 lectures on invitation (among others at the European Spore Conference and Yeast Genetics
Meeting), delivered by group members.
►► We maintained our size at ~ 15 permanent and temporary staff members and provided
internships to more than 15 bachelor and master students.
►► Finally, our research led to new project grants, both for short term work (Unilever live imaging
of spore inhibitory compounds), as well as long term (Chinese Research Council Scholarship).

Figure 2: Dual plot showing spore germination and outgrowth of one heat-activated B. subtilis 1A700
spore as analysed with SporeTracker. Above: Phase-bright to phase-dark transition, marked with a small circle
at 90% (start of germination) and 10% (end of germination) of the entire (pixel) intensity drop range (brightness).
Below: various snapshots at different stages of germination and outgrowth. The exponential growth phase (appearing
linear in the log2 transformed plot of the measured area) is used to calculate the generation time. The burst of the cell
out of the spore coat is accompanied by a relative short and significant increase in area (marked by the green circle).
In SporeTracker, the cursor can be dragged across such a plot to observe live the various phases of spore germination
and outgrowth and subsequent growth of the corresponding cell (Pandey et al. 2013 Plos-One, in press).
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Future prospects and societal impact
►► The group boasts a number of areas where prospects are good given their societal importance
and group quality (see QANU report 2011). Importantly we worked in the framework of a FES
sponsored project, Nanonext, on the characterisation of the spore wall of spoilage and pathogenic
bacterial spore formers. The focus is on the cold growing pathogen Bacillus weihenstephanensis.
To be able to support this line of research over a longer period of time we are in the final phase
of securing new ERASMUS MUNDUS fellowships for students from South-Africa and China.
The former is to be complemented with a grant from that supports students from less privileged
groups in South Africa. The area has produced interest of companies and TNO in the framework
of the STW project Targeted Inhibition of Bacterial Spores (TIBS). TNO is keen on progressing
the work alongside live imaging of spore germination and outgrowth in the presence of selected
antimicrobial compounds. These have been identified by us in a screen of a TNO owned chemical
compound library, done in 2012 in the framework of TIBS. Prospects of applying the results in
the food chain emerge.The continued collaboration with the technology providers & research
partners from proteomics and microscopy allows us to maintain sufficient critical mass in the area.
Efforts are geared towards getting new joint grants.
►► In addition we aim at using one of the ERASMUS MUNDUS grants to generate more
spin-off towards the medical field in collaboration with the medical microbiology group of Dr
Bas Zaat. He successfully focuses on combating antibiotic resistance using natural honey-derived
compounds and now aims at expanding towards the mechanistic understanding of their action.
To that end a collaboration with us is foreseen. Antibiotic resistance is a huge societal issue.
►► It is expected that joining forces with groups at the VU, in the to-be-anticipated Amsterdam
Faculty of Science, will widen the scope of our group further. In particular our fundamental
studies on the regulation of the intracellular pH and the role that pHi plays in the regulation of
cellular growth will be reinforced by this collaboration. Currently a new PhD student is being
hired to build on the work done lastly by A. Ullah.

Other highlights
►► S. Brul: FEMS representative of the Dutch Society for Microbiology as of 2009; Chair of the
Dutch Institute for BioScience; editor Elsevier’s Food Microbiology;
►► BacSpore Consortium formed and funding requested in the Marie Curie Initial Training
Network scheme
►► Continuation of STW project TIBS and successful FES project Nanonext with the de Koster
group
►► Chinese Science Council Grant secured by B. ter Kuile to support the VWA-funded
antibiotic resistance studies
►► F.M. Klis: Editor Eukaryotic Cell, FEMS Yeast Research, Yeast
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Group members
Postdoctoral researcher
Alex Ter Beek
PhD students
Wishwas Abhyankar (shared with Mass Spec)
Yanfang Feng
Clemens Heilmann (shared with Mass Spec)
Nadine Händel
Marco Lezzerini
Rachna Pandey (shared with Molecular Cytology)
Reuben Smith

Alice Sorgo
Sacha Stelder
Azmat Ullah
Docent
Richard de Boer
Technicians
Marjan de Jong
Belinda Koenders-Vansintanneland
Marcel Scholte

Academic publications
Anisimov, V.N., Bartke, A., Barzilai, N., Batin,
M.A., Blagosklonny, M.V., Brown-Borg, H.,
Budovskaya, Y., Campisi, J., Friguet, B., Fraifeld, V.,
Franceschi, C., Gems, D., Gladyshev, V., Gorbunova,
V., Gudkov, A.V., Kennedy, B., Konovalenko,
M., Kraemer, B., Moskalev, A., Petropoulos, I.,
Pasyukova, E., Rattan, S., Rogina, B., Seluanov, A.,
Shaposhnikov, M., Shmookler Reis, R., Tavernarakis,
N., Vijg, J., Yashin, A. & Zimniak, P. (2012). The
second international conference “genetics of aging
and longevity”. Aging (Albany NY), 4(5), 305-317.

resistance of the fungal pathogen Candida albicans.
Proteomics, 12(21), 3164-3179.

Ayer, A, Fellermeier, S, Fife, C, Li, S.S., Smits, G.J.,
Meyer, A.J., Dawes, I.W. & Perrone, G.G. (2012).
A Genome-Wide Screen in Yeast Identifies Specific
Oxidative Stress Genes Required for the Maintenance
of Sub-Cellular Redox Homeostasis. PLoS One, 7(9).

Kim, S.K., Budovskaya, Y.V. & Johnson, T.E.
(2012). Response to Tonsaker et al. Mech Ageing Dev,
133(1), 54-56.

Bootsma, M.C.J., Horst, M.A. van der, Guryeva,
T., Kuile, B.H. ter & Diekmann, O. (2012). Modeling
non-inherited antibiotic resistance. Bulletin of
Mathematical Biology, 74, 1691-1705.
Brul, S., Basset, J., Cook, P., Kathariou, S.,
McClure, P., Jasti, P.R. & Betts, R (2012). ‘Omics’
technologies in quantitative microbial risk assessment.
Trends Food Sci Tech, 27(1), 12-24.
Ene, I.V., Heilmann, C.J., Sorgo, A.G., Walker,
L.A., Koster, C.G. de, Munro, C.A., Klis, F.M.
& Brown, A.J.P. (2012). Carbon source-induced
reprogramming of the cell wall proteome and
secretome modulates the adherence and drug
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Hasdemir, D., Smits, G.J., Westerhuis, J.A. &
Smilde, A.K. (2012). Topology of transcriptional
regulatory networks: testing and improving. PLoS
One, 7(7).
Heilmann, C.J., Sorgo, A.G. & Klis, F.M. (2012).
News from the fungal front: wall proteome dynamics
and host-pathogen interplay. PLoS Pathogens, 8(12).

Orij, R., Urbanus, M.L., Vizeacoumar, F.J.,
Giaever, G., Boone, C., Nislow, C., Brul, S. & Smits,
G.J. (2012). Genome-wide analysis of intracellular
pH reveals quantitative control of cell division rate by
pHc in Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Genome Biol, 13(9).
Postmus, J., Aardema, R., Koning, L.J. de, Koster,
C.G. de, Brul, S. & Smits, G.J. (2012). Isoenzyme
expression changes in response to high temperature
determine the metabolic regulation of increased
glycolytic flux in yeast. FEMS Yeast Research, 12, 571581.
Ullah, A., Orij, P.J., Brul, S. & Smits, G.J. (2012).
Quantitative Analysis of the Modes of Growth
Inhibition by Weak Organic Acids in Saccharomyces
cerevisiae. Applied and Environmental Microbiology,
78(23), 8377-8387.

Molecular Biology and Microbial Food Safety
PhD thesis
Ullah, A. (30 November 2012). The role of
Intracellular pH in environmental adaptation of yeasts.
UvA (162 p., Ridderprint). Prom./coprom.: Prof. S.
Brul & Dr G.J. Smits.

Brul, S. Innovative Food Science & Emerging
Technologies.
Klis, F.M. Eukaryotic Cell.

Invited lectures

Klis, F.M. FEMS Yeast Research.

Brul, S. (15 November 2012). Functional genomics
for optimal food preservation; Bacillus subtilis spore
germination and outgrowth or ‘the awakening of sleeping
beauty’. Buenos Aires, Argentina., XI Latin American
Congress of Microbiology and Hygiene of Foods.

Klis, F.M. Yeast.

Brul, S. (15 May 2012). Omics Tools. Warsaw,
Poland, International Association of Food protection
European Symposium on Microbial Risk Assessment.
Klis, F.M. (8 May 2012). A guided tour through the
wall proteome of the clinical fungus Candida albicans.
Smolenice (Slovakia), 40th Annual Conference on
Yeasts.
Klis, F.M. (6 June 2012). Cell wall-associated
changes in the pathogenic fungus Candida albicans in
response to chronic heat stress. Primošten (Croatia), Vth
International conference on Molecular Mechanisms
of Fungal cell Wall Biogenesis.
Smits, G.J. (01 August 2012). Intracellular pH
control of yeast growth and development. Madison,
Wisconsin, USA, 13th International Conference on
Yeast ICY2012.
Smits, G.J. (01 December 2012). The simplest
signal: protons as second messengers controlling cell
division rate and more. University of Manchester, UK,
Computational and Evolutionary Biology.
Editorships
Brul, S. Food Microbiology.

Smits, G.J. Yeast.
Relevant positions
Brul, S. (2012). President at Dutch Institute for
Biology.
Brul, S. (2012). Council member, Dutch
representative
at
Federation
of
European
Microbiological Societies.
Brul, S. (2012). Steering Group member at
Implementation of the KNAW recommendations on
New Biology.
Brul, S. (2012). Member of the Biosecurity
reference group at KNAW.
Klis, F.M. (2012). Member of the Programme
Committee at the 11th ASM Conference on Candida
and Candidiasis.
Smits, G.J. (2012). Member of the evaluation
committee at ALW-NWO.
Smits, G.J. (2012). Expert reviewer Succinium
project at DSM.
Media performance
Brul, S., interview. (03 April 2012). Voeding.
Wakker Nederland, radio 1.
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Synthetic Systems Biology and
Nuclear Organisation Group
Prof. H.V. Westerhoff
Dr P.F. Fransz
Dr M.E. Stam
Dr P.J. Verschure
Prof. R. van Driel

S

Chairholder
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Emeritus Professor

Systems Biology deciphers how biological functions
emerge from interactions that are ultimately molecular.
Gene expression is among the most germane examples.
It is controlled through various mechanisms, including
epigenetic modifications, intra-and interchromosomal
interactions, chromatin folding, and binding of
transcription factors. These mechanisms enable the
cell to ‘decide’ what to do as it monitors changes in
its state or environment. To study the dynamics of
chromatin structure in relation to gene expression and
DNA repair, we invoke a multi-disciplinary approach
combining microscopic, molecular, biochemical
and genetic analyses, with mathematical modelling

and systems theory. Precise quantitative hypotheses
constitute the basis of most of our experiments.
Combining information from different model systems
leads to insight into principles underpinning the roles
that structural interactions play in the biochemical
processes driving the expression of the eukaryotic
genome. The group also makes new types of cells with
enhanced possibilities for monitoring their states and
steering their development. It designs ways in which
intracellular networks may be changed so as to affect
the robustness of cells that are used in biotechnology,
or are relevant for individualised medicine.

3D image of a leaf nucleus from Arabidopsis
hybridised with BAC DNA spanning the long
arm of chromosome 4 in two colours (red and
green) using whole-mount FISH technique.
DNA has been counterstained with DAPI
(blue).
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Research highlights
►► Paul Fransz and colleagues explored the folding of chromosomes in roots, leaves and meiotic
cells using whole-mount FISH. Tools were developed to distinguish different chromosomal
segments and to quantify the microscopic observations. Together with colleagues from the Institut
de Biologie de l’Ecole Normale Supérieure (Paris) Fransz and colleagues have set up various
protocols of whole-mount FISH to study seedlings under various conditions of illumination.
►► To study quantitative relationships between chromatin looping and gene activity in
Arabidopsis Maike Stam and coworkers established the chromosome conformation capture (3C)
technique in this organism. They are in the process of doing the same for the 4C and 5C variants.
In collaboration with Dr Angenent and Dr Keurentjes (WUR), the group started a study in
Arabidopsis to determine the role of epigenetic mechanisms in hybrid vigour. The EU-FP7 Marie
Curie ITN EpiTRAITS, coordinated by Maike Stam, was funded, as was a 4-year STW research
project.
►► Pernette Verschure and colleagues continued to study mechanistic design principles of gene
regulation using single molecule/cell transcript measurements. In human cells expressing a reporter
gene embedded in a variable epigenetic context, they showed stochastic transcript production and
export. In estrogen-receptor positive breast cancer cells, cell-cell transcript variability was used as
a tool for monitoring individual cells, from the perspective of drug response.
►► The two research projects led by Roel van Driel have been completed in 2012 by preparing two
papers, namely one concerning a mathematical model of in vivo assembly of chromatin-associated
multi-protein complexes in human cells, based on live cell measurements (cooperation with the
Division of Theoretical Systems Biology of Dr Hoefer, DKFZ, Heidelberg) and a second one on
a polymer model for large-scale folding of the chromatin fibre based on in situ measurements
in human fibroblasts (cooperation with the Theoretical Biophysics group of Prof. Heermann,
University of Heidelberg).
►► Hans Westerhoff and co-workers finalised a new type of ‘domino’ systems biology, in which
an essential cellular commodity is selected and then presumably important pathways producing
and consuming that commodity are proposed iteratively with validation. Their systems biology of
glutathione-mediated drug detoxification has now led to a partly validated model that supports
the proposal for multidimensional biomarking, tailored to individuals. A roadmap towards largescale individualised medicine was prepared and a longer term involvement in mapping human
metabolism was brought to fruition in terms of a consensus publication.

Research aims for the coming year
Fransz and colleagues
►► To establish a model for chromosome folding we will track the entire chromosome 4 of
Arabidopsis thaliana and examine several parameters of the folded chromosome. In collaboration
with M. Stam two new projects will start: (i) spatial organisation of chromosomal regions and
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Research aims for the coming year (continued)
nuclear proteins in Arabidopsis thaliana, and (ii) identification of genes and sequences involved in
homologous recombination in tomato.
Stam and coworkers
►► The general aim is to get insight into the functional relationship between gene activity,
epigenetic mechanisms and chromosomal interactions. Dr Stam will continue studying how
chromatin looping and gene activity are coupled, and how epigenetic regulation is involved in
paramutation and hybrid vigour. In addition she will start up the new STW project on improving
targeted mutagenesis by modulating chromatin structure.
Verschure and colleagues
►► Will continue their studies to discover the dynamic mechanistic networking principles of
transcription regulation in a variable epigenetic (pathological) context using single molecule/cell
transcript and epigenetic measurements. In the context of an NWO-ZonMW-TOP project, they
will study transcriptional dynamics in damage-repair systems.
Van Driel and Westerhoff
►► Van Driel and Westerhoff will manage two out of three Dutch activities in the preparatory
phase of the Infrastructure for Systems Biology Europe, focusing on ‘nodes’ and ‘connections’.
They will also develop various ways in which systems biology may be implemented in metabolic
syndrome and personalised medicine. Westerhoff and colleagues will develop new systems biology
approaches to cell death and apoptosis, perfect adaptation, toxicology, and the importance of
unspecific processes and regulations in intracellular networks.

Group members
Postdoctoral researchers
Frank Bruggeman
Mariliis Tark
Paul Verbruggen
PhD students
Lisette Anink
Iris Hövel
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Mannus Kempe
Maria-Anastasia Koini
Diewertje Piebes
Kathrin Lauss
Technicians
Rechien Bader
José Kiewit
Damar Anggoro

Synthetic Systems Biology and Nuclear Organisation Group
Academic publications
Adamczyk, M. & Westerhoff, H.V. (2012).
Engineering of self-sustaining systems: substituting
the yeast glucose transporter plus hexokinase for
the Lactococcus lactis phosphotransferase system in a
Lactococcus lactis network in silico. Biotechnol J, 7(7),
877-883.
Alcázar, R., Pecinka, A., Aarts, M.G., Fransz, P.F.
& Koornneef, M. (2012). Signals of speciation within
Arabidopsis thaliana in comparison with its relatives.
Current Opinion in Plant Biology, 15(2), 205-211.
Eunen, K. van, Kiewiet, J.A.L., Westerhoff, H.V.
& Bakker, B.M. (2012). Testing biochemistry revisited:
how in vivo metabolism can be understood from in
vitro enzyme kinetics. PLoS Computational Biology,
8(4), e1002483.
García-Contreras, R., Vos, P., Westerhoff, H.V.
& Boogerd, F.C. (2012). Why in vivo may not equal
in vitro - new effectors revealed by measurement of
enzymatic activities under the same in vivo-like assay
conditions. The FEBS Journal, 279(22), 4145-4159.
Geenen, S., Taylor, P.N., Snoep, J.L., Wilson,
I.D., Kenna, J.G. & Westerhoff, H.V. (2012). Systems
biology tools for toxicology. Archives of toxicology =
Archiv für Toxikologie, 86(8), 1251-1271.
Groote, M.L. de, Verschure, P.J. & Rots, M.G.
(2012). Epigenetic Editing: targeted rewriting of
epigenetic marks to modulate expression of selected
target genes. Nucleic Acids Research, 40(21), 1059610613.
Hövel, I., Louwers, M. & Stam, M. (2012). 3C
technologies in plants. Methods, 58(3), 204-211.
Jozefczuk, J., Kashofer, K., Ummanni, R., Henjes,
F., Rehman, S., Geenen, S., Wruck, W., Regenbrecht,
C., Daskalaki, A., Wierling, C., Turano, P., Bertini, I.,
Korf, U., Zatloukal, K., Westerhoff, H.V., Lehrach,
H. & Adjaye, J. (2012). A systems biology approach
to deciphering the etiology of steatosis employing
patient-derived dermal fibroblasts and iPS cells. Front
Physiol, 3, 339.
Kolodkin, A., Simeonidis, E., Balling, R. &
Westerhoff, H.V. (2012). Understanding complexity

in neurodegenerative diseases: in silico reconstruction
of emergence. Front Physiol, 3, 291.
Quinton-Tulloch, M.J., Bruggeman, F.J., Snoep,
J.L. & Westerhoff, H.V. (2012). Trade-off of dynamic
fragility but not of robustness in metabolic pathways
in silico. The FEBS Journal, 280(1), 160-173.
Rehman, S., Day, P.J.R., Bayat, A. & Westerhoff,
H.V. (2012). Understanding Dupuytren’s disease using
systems biology: a move away from reductionism.
Front Physiol, 3, 316.
Zanten, M. van, Tessadori, F., Peeters, A.J.M.
& Fransz, P. (2012). Shedding light on large-scale
chromatin reorganization in Arabidopsis thaliana.
Molecular Plant, 5(3), 583-590.
Invited lectures
Fransz, P.F. (02 March 2012). Chromatin dynamics
in Arabidopsis thaliana under environmental stress.
Evoria, Portugal, Seminar Series, University of Évora,
hosted by Prof. B. Arnoldt-Schmitt.
Fransz, P.F. (17 September 2012). Dynamics and 3D
organization of Arabidopsis chromosomes. Manchester,
UK, European Microscopy Congress.
Fransz, P.F. (29 June 2012). Heterochromatin at the
nuclear periphery of Arabidopsis. Salzburg, Austria,
SEB Annual Main Meeting.
Fransz, P.F. (14 February 2012). Understanding
large-scale chromatin organization and dynamics.
Warmenhuizen, the Netherlands, Seminar Series at
Bejo Seeds hosted by Dr. B. Compaan.
Fransz, P.F. (20 September 2012). Using chromosomal
rearrangements to track evolutionary history, (epi)
genetic consequences and population dynamics in the
model plant Arabidopsis. Birmingham, UK, Seminar
Series, University of Birmingham, hosted by Dr. S.
Armstrong.
Verschure, P.J. (10 July 2012). Design principles
of epigenetic gene regulation in higher eukaryotes:
Systems biology approaches using mammalian synthetic
cell systems. University Medical Centre Groningen,
Groningen, the Netherlands, GUIDE Graduate
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School for Drug Exploration, International Seminar
Programme.
Verschure, P.J. (04 September 2012). Genome
Engineering: Research and Applications. Barga, Lucca,
Italy, FASEB Summer Research Conference.
Editorships
Fransz, P.F. Chromosome Research.
Fransz, P.F. Frontiers in Plant Genetics and Genomics.
Relevant positions
Fransz, P.F., Stam, M.E. & Verschure, P.J.
Organising committee of 10th Dutch Chromatin
Meeting 2012.
Fransz, P.F. Member of the initiative group of the
World Science Festival Amsterdam.
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Verschure, P.J. Judge of iGEM competition 2012.
Verschure, P.J. Organising committee member of
the iGEM EU Regional Meeting.
Verschure, P.J. Organising committee member of
the NISB annual meeting 2012.
Verschure, P.J. Member of the NWO-Meervoud
Evaluation Committee.
Verschure, P.J. Member of the NWO-STW
Evaluation Committee.
Verschure, P.J. Organising committee member of
the WiF Annual Meeting 2012.

Molecular Cytology & van Leeuwenhoek Centre for Advanced Microscopy

Molecular Cytology & van
Leeuwenhoek Centre for Advanced
Microscopy
Prof. T.W.J. Gadella
Dr E.M.M. Manders
Dr Ir J. Goedhart
Dr Ir M.A. Hink
Dr M. Postma
Prof. P.L. Hordijk

M

Chairholder
Associate Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Tenure Track Assistant Professor
Special Chair

Molecular Cytology is the study of the dynamic
architecture of living cells. Our central theme is
‘Self-organisation and signalling in living cells’. Selforganisation is the intrinsic property of matter to
organise itself in a (dynamic) structure, whereas
signalling implies the activity of gene-products
to control a local activity, which can alter the local
cellular architecture (e.g. driving morphogenesis).
In order to achieve a certain 3D architecture in cells,
these two important mechanisms work in concert.
At Molecular Cytology both mechanisms are studied
with emphasis on membrane-related architecture
of living cells using advanced microscopy tools. The
activities are connected to the Faculty of Science
Spearhead programme on Systems Biology, where our
contribution is on spatiotemporal systems biology of
higher eukaryotes. The main research areas are:
1) Spatiotemporal organisation of cellular signalling and
embryonic development (group leaders prof. T.W.J.
Gadella, dr J. Goedhart and dr M.A. Hink, dr M.
Postma, prof. P.J. Hordijk). By employing genetic
encoded fluorescent biosensors we analyse the in situ
molecular interactions between signalling molecules
(phospholipid-second
messengers,
receptors,
G-proteins and effector molecules) and flow of
information across and in the plane of the membrane
of living mammalian cells. We aim to understand
how cells can achieve and maintain a local signal in
the membrane (e.g. in order to drive morphogenesis,
or to define new cytoskeletal anchorage or vesicledocking sites). The main pathways under study
involve histamine/P2Y GPCR receptors, G-alfaQ
to PLC activation triggering downstream calcium,
kinase signalling and small GTPase (Rho/Rac/Cdc24)

signalling (the last in collaboration with prof. P.J.
Hordijk, Sanquin).
More recently we have started a new activity on
developing models that include gene regulation and
biomechanics of Nematostella vectensis embryogenesis.
Hereby we use fluorescently labelled biomolecular
markers to follow embryogenesis like adhesion
molecules, cytoskeletal components (F-actin and
Mysosin) that are directly involved in cell shape changes
and cell-cell interactions and also quantification of
expression patterns.
The close intertwining of several signalling cascades
and organisational (spatial) and our quantitative
microscopy approach both necessitates and permits
the generation of quantitative predictive modelling,
which effectively will integrate this research line with
Systems Biology approaches.
2) Advanced microscopy technology organised within
the van Leeuwenhoek Centre for Advanced Microscopy
(LCAM-FNWI). The goal of LCAM-FNWI (em.
prof. G.J. Brakenhoff, prof. T.W.J. Gadella, dr
E.M.M. Manders, dr M. Hink, dr J. Goedhart, dr M.
Postma) is to boost Life Sciences research using and
developing (optical) microscopy techniques. Current
most prominent developments are Controlled Light
Exposure Microscopy (CLEM) (Manders), superresolution techniques based on patterned illumination
such as Structured Illumination Microscopy (SIM),
Multi-point Image Scanning Microscopy and CCDbased confocal microscopy (Manders), multimode
Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET)
and Fluorescence Lifetime Imaging Microscopy
(FLIM) (Gadella and Goedhart), PALM-based superresolution microscopy (Gadella) and Fluorescence
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fluctuation microscopy (FCS, ISC) (Hink). In
each of the above approaches we invest strongly in
quantitative data assessment (mostly driven by dr.
M. Postma and coworkers), since processing and
evaluation algorithms are becoming more important,
sophisticated and difficult.
Of increasing importance for advanced microscopy
in biology is the development of fluorescent probes
with enhanced properties and –derived molecular

biosensors. We have activities for enhancing intrinsic
fluorescent protein brightness by mutagenesis
and screening (Gadella, Goedhart and Hink), for
development of new photoswitchable fluorescent
proteins (Gadella and Hink) and for new FRET-based
biosensors reporting on second messenger levels, and
on heterotrimeric and small G-protein activities in
live cells (Gadella and Goedhart).

Research highlights
►► We published the development of the extremely bright cyan monomeric fluorescent
protein mTurquoise2, which has a world-record fluorescence quantum yield of 93%, in Nature
Communications. Plasmids that encode mTurquoise2 have been requested by and distributed to
>400 laboratories worldwide.
►► A new quantitative 4 colour cross-correlation FCCS technique for four spectrally distinct
fluorescent proteins with a common excitation wavelength was published in JACS.
►► LCAM has developed super-resolution microscopy technology called photoactivated
localisation microscopy for live cell microscopy with single molecule sensitivity and 5 nm
localisation precision.
►► We have started studies on a novel signal transduction pathway that affects cell morphology
and cell migration. This is part of a strategic collaboration between Molecular Cytology and
prof. P.L.Hordijk (Sanquin). Preliminary results were presented at a CW-NWO meeting (10-11
December Veldhoven).
►► We have imaged live Nematostella vectensis embryos using lifeact-mTq2 capturing details of
the cell division during the cleavage stage.

Other highlights
►► The Nikon Center of Excellence for Development of Super-Resolution Microscopy, a
collaboration between NIKON Europe BV and the University of Amsterdam (through LCAM),
was opened.
►► An ESF-Euromembrane funded Advanced Practical Course with 16 participants from
Europe was organised (11-15 June) on ‘zooming in on Plasmamembrane Dynamics with Advanced
Light Microscopy’.
►► The proposal ‘Netherlands-BioImaging Advanced Microscopy’ (NL-BioImaging AM),
coordinated by prof. TWJ Gadella on behalf of 18 participating microscopy centres in the
Netherlands was included in the Netherlands’ Roadmap for Large-Scale Research Infrastructures.
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Super resolution microscopy of a HeLa cell expressing a lifeact-Dendra2 fusing construct. The technology used was
photoactivated localisation microscopy (PALM) using total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) illumination/
wide field EM-CCD camera detection. A. Single raw image, this cell has relatively weak events and shows areas
with high density of switching molecules. B. Raw sum of all (~15,000) raw images. C. Background corrected
diffraction-limited image obtained by removing the background. D. Reconstructed image using our deconvolution
method assuming a uniform background that is based on the signal measured in a region outside of the cell. This
approach improves the reconstruction, but still has difficulties to resolve fine details.E. Full reconstruction using
our novel background correction and accelerated deconvolution. The reconstruction reveals an intricate pattern
of filopodia (F) and can cope with high-density areas where it still preserves the shape of the cellular structures.
G. Line-scan graph for the different levels of analyses shows that the filopodia can be increasingly reconstructed in
greater detail (letters correspond to the panels). It shows that the combination of our accelerated deconvolution with
novel background correction robustly reconstructs the cellular structures at a very detailed level. The diameter of a
filopodium is in the order of 100-150 nm. The scale bar represents 500 nm.
(Hoogendoorn, Crosby, Zeelenberg, Gadella, Postma, Manuscript in preparation)

Research aims for the coming year
►► Publish on number and brightness, FRET and FRAP analysis of Annexin-oligomerisation
in membranes.
►► Publish on a new robust analysis algorithm for stochastic localisation microscopy (PALM,
STORM).
►► Publish fluorescence lifetime correlation spectroscopy using multiple single-colour
fluorescent proteins.
►► Publish about visualisation of live Nematostella vectensis embryos.
►► Publish on new structured illumination technologies.
►► Publish on G-protein signalling pathways that remodel the (actin) cytoskeleton.
►► Develop a high quantum yield variant of a monomeric red fluorescent protein.
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Group members
Postdoctoral researchers
Kevin Crosby
René van der Ploeg

Giulia de Luca
Laura van Voorst Vader
Rui Guo

PhD students
Daphne Bindels
Ada Dattoli
Lindsay Haarbosch
Eelco Hoogendoorn
Jakobus van Unen
Dimitra Touli

Technicians
Linda Joosen
Jolanda Verheul
Laura van Weeren

Academic publications

Shcherbakova, D.M., Hink, M.A., Joosen, L.,
Gadella, Th.W.J. & Verkhusha, V.V. (2012). An orange
fluorescent protein with a large Stokes shift for singleexcitation multicolor FCCS and FRET imaging.
Journal of the American Chemical Society, 134(18), 79137923.

Banzhaf, M., Berg van Saparoea, B. van den, Terrak,
M, Fraipont, C., Egan, A., Philippe, J., Zapun, A.,
Breukink, E., Nguyen-Distèche, M., Blaauwen, T. den
& Vollmer, W. (2012). Cooperativity of peptidoglycan
synthases active in bacterial cell elongation. Molecular
Microbiology, 85(1), 179-194.
Goedhart, J., Stetten, D. von, Noirclerc-Savoye,
M., Lelimousin, M., Joosen, L., Hink, M.A., Weeren,
L. van, Gadella, Th.W.J. & Royant, A. (2012).
Structure-guided evolution of cyan fluorescent
proteins towards a quantum yield of 93%. Nature
Communications, 3, 751.
Hink, M.A. (2012) Single-molecule microscopy
using silicone oil immersion objective lenses.
Biomedical Scientist, Feb12, 83-85.
Lefebvre, B., Klaus-Heisen, D., PietraszewskaBogiel, A., Hervé, M., Camut, S., Auriac, M.C.,
Gasciolli, V., Nurisso, A., Gadella, T.W. & Cullimore,
J. (2012). Role of N-glycosylation sites and CXC
motifs in trafficking of Medicago trunculata Nod
Factor Perception protein to the plasma membrane.
The Journal of Biological Chemistry, 287(14), 1081210823.
Noam, Y., Phan, L., McClelland, S., Manders,
E.M., Ehrengruber, M.U., Wadman, W.J., Baram,
T.Z. & Chen, Y. (2012). Distinct regional and
subcellular localization of the actin-binding protein
filamin A in the mature rat brain. The journal of
comparative neurology, 520(13), 3013-3034.
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Song, Z., Postma, M., Billings, S.A., Coca, D.,
Hardie, R.C. & Juusola, M. (2012). Stochastic,
adaptive sampling of information by microvilli in fly
photoreceptors. Current Biology, 22(15), 1371-1380.
Stetten, D. von, Noirclerc-Savoye, M., Goedhart,
J., Gadella, T.W.J. & Royant, A. (2012). Structure of a
fluorescent protein from Aequorea victoria bearing the
obligate-monomer mutation A206K. Acta Crystallogr
Sect F Struct Biol Cryst Commun, 68(Pt 8), 878-882.
Wegner, A.S., Alexeeva, S., Odijk, T. & Woldringh,
C.L. (2012). Characterization of Escherichia coli
nucleoids released by osmotic shock. Journal of
Structural Biology, 178(3), 260-269.
Book chapter
Ploeg, R. van der & Blaauwen, T. den (2012). In
vivo bacterial morphogenetic protein interactions.
Molecular interactions (pp. 229-262). A. Meghea (Ed.),
InTech.
PhD thesis
Kreuk, B.J. de (07 September 2012). Signaling
behind bars: a role for bar domains. UvA (192 pp.).
Prom.: Prof. P.L. Hordijk.

Molecular Cytology & van Leeuwenhoek Centre for Advanced Microscopy
Pietraszewska-Bogiel, A. (12 December 2012).
Insights into Nod factor signaling mediated by Medicago
truncatula LysM receptor-like kinases, MtNFP and
MtLYK3. UvA (190 pp.). Prom.: Prof. T.W.J. Gadella.

Gadella, T.W.J., Jr. (16 May 2012) Novel FRET
probes and imaging strategies for direct visualisation
of signalling across the membrane. Denmark, 44th
Sandbjerg meeting on Membrane transport.

Invited lectures

Gadella, T.W.J., Jr. (19 October 2012) Imaging
signalling across the membrane with FRET-based GFP
probes. Amsterdam, Trippenhuis meeting ‘Dynamic
interactions in Cell Biology’ Nederlandse vereniging
voor Celbiologie.

Blaauwen, T. den (18 January 2012). Testing FtsZ
inhibitors. Paris, France, EURINTAFAR meeting.
Blaauwen, T. den (22 May 2012). Mapping the
ZapA-FtsZ interaction surfaces to reconstruct the bacterial
divisome. Copenhagen, Denmark, DIVINOCELL
meeting.
Blaauwen, T. den (26 November 2012). Mapping
the ZapA-FtsZ interaction surfaces to reconstruct the
bacterial divisome. Utrecht, the Netherlands, RUUEURINTAFAR.
De Luca, G. & Manders, E.M.M. (30 October
2012). Super-resolution by structures illumination.
Milano, Italy, Nikon workshop ‘Super resolution
microscopy’.
Gadella, T.W.J. (07 February 2012). FRET and
FLIM. Amstelveen, the Netherlands, Lambert
Instruments FRET-FLIM symposium.
Gadella, T.W.J. (10 April 2012). New biosensors and
microscopy approaches for real-time imaging of signalling
across the membrane. Amsterdam, the Netherlands,
Sanquin seminar.
Gadella, T.W.J., Jr. (17 April 2012). FRETmicroscopy. Erasmus University Rotterdam, OIC
advanced course.
Gadella, T.W.J. Jr. (25 April 2012) The microscopy
and bioimaging revolution: seeing is believing. Lunteren,
Keynote lecture NBIC conference.
Gadella, T.W.J. Jr. (13 June 2012) Zooming in
on plasmamembrane dynamics with advanced light
microscopy. Amsterdam, the Netherlands, Fluorescence
Lifetime Imaging Microscopy. ESF Euromembrane
Advanced Practical Course.
Gadella, T.W.J., Jr. and Goedhart J. (10 May 2012)
Third generation genetically encoded FRET probes.
Application to GPCR signalling. Radboud University
Nijmegen, (duo)seminar NCMLS.

Gadella, T.W.J., Jr. (29 October 2012) Imaging
signalling across the membrane with FRET-based GFP
probes. Lago di Como, Italy, ESF workshop ‘The
future of lipid biology’.
Gadella, T.W.J., Jr. (3 December 2012) Enhanced
fluorescent proteins for FRET and for studying signalling
across the membrane. University of Copenhagen,
Denmark, Seminar department of Plant and
Environmental Sciences.
Goedhart, J. (16 November 2012) Visualising
molecular states in living cells with engineered fluorescent
biosensors. Leiden, NVBMB Fall symposium.
Hink, M.A. (04 September 2012). Fluorescence
fluctuation spectroscopy. Wageningen University,
Wageningen, the Netherlands, FEBS advanced course:
Microspectroscopy: Visualisation of protein dynamics
in living cells.
Hink, M.A. (11 June 2012). Fluorescence fluctuation
spectroscopy. University of Amsterdam, Amsterdam, the
Netherlands, ESF-LCAM advanced course: Zooming
in on plasmamembrane dynamics with advanced light
microscopy.
Hink, M.A. (04 February 2012). Introduction
to Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy. Picoquant
GmbH, Berlin, Germany, 4th European Short Course
on Time-Resolved Microscopy and Correlation
Spectroscopy.
Hink, M.A. (24 April 2012). Quantitative live-cell
microscopy using new developed fluorescent proteins in
fluorescence fluctuation spectroscopy. Lunteren, the
Netherlands, Netherlands Bioinformatics Conference.
Hink, M.A. (03 October 2012). Quantitative
microscopy in cells using fluorescence fluctuation
microscopy. EMBL Heidelberg, Heidelberg, Germany,
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Hink, M.A. (1 November 2012) Quantitative
microscopy in cells using fluorescence fluctuation
spectroscopy. Laboratoire d’Optique et Biosciences,
Ecole Polytechnique, Paris, France.
Hink, M.A. (05 September 2012). Quantitative
microscopy using image fluorescence fluctuation
techniques. Wageningen University, Wageningen,
the Netherlands, FEBS advanced course:
Microspectroscopy: Visualisation of protein dynamics
in living cells.

Manders, E.M.M. (23 October 2012). The history
of microscopy: from Van Leeuwenhoek to Gustafsson.
Amsterdam, the Netherlands, Inaugural lecture of
the ‘Nikon Centre of Excellence on Nanoscopy
Development’.
Manders, E.M.M. (09 February 2012). Writing an
STW application. Amsterdam, the Netherlands, STWworkshop ‘Do’s and don’ts in STW applications’.
Manders, E.M.M. (12 October 2012). Writing
an STW application. Nieuwegein, the Netherlands,
Annual STW-symposium.

Manders, E.M.M. (12 September 2012). First steps
in SIM-city. Lausanne, Switzerland, “Nikon SIM user
meeting” Nikon Switzerland.

Ploeg, R. van der & Blaauwen, T. den (29 March
2012). Escherichia coli Class B PBPs 2 and 3 interact
during preseptal peptidoglycan synthesis. Utrecht, the
Netherlands, RUG, Secretion platform.

Manders, E.M.M. (16 April 2012). Live-cell
imaging; How you keep your cells alive. Rotterdam,
the Netherlands, Optical Imaging Centre: Advanced
microscopy course “Imaging Life at the Molecular
Level”.

Postma, M. (8 October 2012) Gastrulation
mechanisms in Nematostella vectensis. Leiden, The
Netherlands, Modeling of Multicellular Development
and Cancer: European CompuCell3D/SBW Handson Workshop Lorentz Center.

Manders, E.M.M. (03 April 2012). Super-resolution
microscopy. Belfast, UK, Andor Technology, lecture.

mTurquoise2 as bright cyan
fluorescent protein fusion tag
in living HeLa cells, from top
left to bottom right visualising:
lysosomes, nuclei, ER, actin stress
fibers, cytoplasm (nuclear export
signal), microtubules, unfused
(cytoplasm), plasma membrane
and mitochondria.
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Bacterial Cell Biology
Dr L. Hamoen
Dr T. den Blaauwen

Associate Professor (tenure track towards a full professorship)
Associate Professor

S

September 2012 saw the start of the new research
group ‘Bacterial Cell Biology’. This was prompted by
the arrival of Dr. Leendert Hamoen from Newcastle
University (UK), who obtained an STW-Vici grant
to study bacterial cell division and the development
of novel antimicrobial compounds. His expertise and
research interests are closely aligned to those of Dr.
Tanneke Den Blaauwen, and together they are heading
the new BCB research group. Den Blaauwen’s work is
focused on Gram-negative bacteria, using Escherichia
coli as key model system, whereas Hamoen is working
on Gram-positive bacteria, whereby Bacillus subtilis is
the main ‘work horse’.
Bacterial Cell Biology deals with the study of
bacteria at the level of the single cell. With the recent
advancements in fluorescence light microscopy, it

became apparent that the bacterial cell is surprisingly
complex in its organisation. Many proteins are only
found at specific regions within the cell, such as
at the cell pole, or at the middle of the cell, where
division takes place. How this complex organisation
is achieved is, in many cases, unclear. One of the
processes that we study is cell division. Most of the cell
division proteins have been identified, but how exactly
they accomplish cytokinesis is largely unknown. Not
only is cell division an interesting biological research
question, it is also a useful target for the development
of novel antibiotics. This is important since the
number of novel antibiotics that enter the clinic has
dwindled over the last decades, and the development
of new antibiotics is urgent. We use the knowledge
emanating from bacterial cell biological research to set
up new ways to develop novel antimicrobials.

Research highlights
►► Tanneke Den Blaauwen and colleagues, in collaboration with the University of Vienna,
have described a new mode of division for bacteria. They proved that a marine rod-shaped
symbiont divides longitudinally instead of the canonical perpendicular fashion of the very similar
rod-shaped Escherichia coli. This finding evokes the intriguing question whether the division
machinery is flexible enough to handle longitudinal, as well as perpendicular division or that the
division machinery of both organisms have diverged during evolution despite the similarity of
their division proteins.
►► Leendert Hamoen and colleagues have discovered that SepF can function as the main
membrane anchor for early cell division protein. In collaboration with the MRC laboratory in
Cambridge they have solved the structural domain of this conserved cell division protein.
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A) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
image of an area of the worm Laxus
oneistus cuticle covered by tightly packed
symbiont bacteria. B) E. coli has a
fixed diameter and grows in length (red
dots), whereas the symbiont has a fixed
length and grows in width (black dots).
C) Confocal laser scanning microscopy
images overlaid to differential contrast
images showing FtsZ (green) localisation
in longitudinally dividing L. oneistus
symbiont cells. Early and late division
stages are displayed from left to right.

Other highlights
►► Den Blaauwen: PhD position awarded by ALW to develop FRET assays in the periplasm for
the screening of antibiotics (MAPPIA).
►► Hamoen: STW-Vici grant awarded to study bacterial cell biology as target for novel
antibiotics.
►► Hamoen: coordinator of two Marie Curie ITN programmes that were awarded in 2012.

Research aims for the coming year
►► Den Blaauwen: Publish papers on (i) the identification of the interacting surfaces of the
bacterial cell division proteins ZapA and FtsZ, (ii) the use of FRET to screen for antibiotics that
inhibit cell length growth, and (iii) the mode of cell signalling of RcsF in E. coli. In addition, we
plan to develop a periplasmic FRET assay.
►► Hamoen: Publish papers on (i) the crystal structure of SepF, (ii) the membrane organisation
by MreB, (iii) the effect of tetracycline on cell division, (iv) the characterisation of the new cell
division protein YvcL. In addition, we want to set up the first screens for compounds targeted
against SepF, FtsA and against persister cells.

Group members
Postdoctoral researcher
René van der Ploeg
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Technicians
Jolanda Verheul
Tjalling Siersma

Bacterial Cell Biology
Academic publications
Leisch, N., Verheul, J., Heindl, N.R., GruberVodicka, H.R., Pende, N., Blaauwen, T. den &
Bulgheresi, S. (2012). Growth in width and FtsZ ring
longitudinal positioning in a gammaproteobacterial
symbiont. Current Biology, 22(19), R831-R832.
Pelletier, J., Halvorsen, K., Ha, B-Y., Paparcone,
R., Sandler, S.I., Woldringh, C.L., Wong, W.P. & Jun,
S. (2012). Physical manipulation of the Escherichia coli
chromosome reveals its soft nature. Proc Natl Acad Sci U
S A, 109(40), E2649-E2656.
Strahl, H. & Hamoen, L.W. (2012). Finding the
corners in a cell. Current opinion in microbiology,
15(6), 731-736.

Localization. Edinburgh, UK, The University of
Edinburgh seminar.
Hamoen, L.W. (06 November 2012). Membrane
Curvature, Charge, and Fluidity Influences Protein
Localization. Bochum, Germany, Ruhr-Universität
Bochum seminar.
Hamoen, L.W. (22 November 2012). Membrane
Curvature, Charge, and Fluidity Influences Protein
Localization. Lund, Sweden, Lund University seminar.
Hamoen, L.W. (25 June 2012). Nieuwe Antibiotica.
The Hague, the Netherlands, TEDx-Binnenhof en
NWO-simulcast.
Hamoen, L.W. (2012). Protein localization guided
by membrane charge and surface topology. Utrecht, the
Netherlands, UMCU seminar.

Wenzel, M., Kohl, B., Raatschen, N., Albada,
H.B., Hamoen, L., Metzler-Nolte, N., Sahl, H.G.
& Bandow, J.E. (2012). Proteomic response of Bacillus
subtilis to lantibiotics reflects differences in interaction
with the cytoplasmic membrane. Antimicrobial agents
and chemotherapy, 56(11), 5749-5757.

Hamoen, L.W. (09 November 2012). SepF: A new
membrane anchor for the Zring. RUG, Groningen, the
Netherlands, KNVM najaarsvergadering - Symposium
on Molecular Microbiology.

Invited lectures

Editorship

Blaauwen, T. den (19 December 2012). Perpendicular
and longitudinal division in gram-negative rod shaped
bacteria. Geneve, Switzerland, CMU Cuso doctoral
programme in microbial Sciences One day workshop
“The great divide: cytokinesis in humans, parasites
and bacteria”.

Blaauwen, T. den. Microbiology.

Blaauwen, T. den (05 November 2012). Studying
bacterial cell division and inhibition; FtsZ as a case
study of target driven development of antibiotics. Vrije
Universiteit Amsterdam, the Netherlands, AIMMS
Seminar Series.
Bulgheresi, S., Gruber-Vodicka, H.R. & Blaauwen,
T. den (16 September 2012). Longitudinal fission in a
rod-shaped Gammaproteobacterium. Segovia, Spain,
EMBO workshop Reconstructing the essential
bacterial cell cycle machinery.
Hamoen, L.W. (04 October 2012). Cell Division
as Potential Antibiotic Target. Amsterdam, the
Netherlands, Amsterdam Medical Centre seminar.
Hamoen, L.W. (03 December 2012). Membrane
Curvature, Charge, and Fluidity Influence Protein

Bacillus subtilis cells of which the DNA is strained with
a blue dye, the cell envelope with a red dye and SepF is
green due to a fusion to GFP.
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Plant Physiology
Prof. M.A. Haring
Dr ir R.C. Schuurink
Dr T. Munnik
Dr C. Testerink

T

Chairholder
Associate Professor
Associate Professor
Assistant Professor

The section Plant Physiology is interested in
understanding the molecular mechanisms by
which stress signalling and development occurs,
on the cellular and whole plant level. Three groups
are active. Two of the groups focus on phospholipid
signalling. In particular, on the role of phosphatidic
acid (PA) and polyphosphoinositides (PPIs) in
the plant model system, Arabidopsis thaliana. To
visualise lipid signalling in vivo, various genetically
encoded-lipid biosensors have been developed,
including for PA, PI3P, PI4P, DAG, PS and PI(4,5)
P2. To functionaly characterise their role in stress
and development, knockout lines of various genes
encoding lipid kinases and phospholipases are being
used, i.e. PIK (12), PIPK (11), PLC (9), DGK (7) and
PLD (12). To elucidate how PA modulates protein
function downstream, various protein targets are
being studied, including the protein kinases SnRKs

and vesicle transport components. The other research
group focuses on plant volatile signalling. This
includes the biochemistry of scent of Petunia flowers,
where the transcription factor network involved in
regulating volatile benzenoid and phenylpropanoids
is being studied. Emission of volatile terpenes from
tomato trichomes, proved important for plant-insect
interactions. RNA-Seq of trichome-ESTs from wild
and cultivated tomato plants turns out to provide a
wealth of candidate genes, which are used to engineer
plants producing terpenoids in such a way that they
become repellent for pest insects. Finally, Arabidopsis
is used for transcriptomics and forward genetic screens
to identify genes that are important in the response
to the wound-induced production of the C6-volatile,
E-2-hexenal and the subsequent GABA signal. The
isomerisation of hexenal, which is an important cue
for bodyguard insects, is a novel theme in the group.

Research highlights
►► Phospholipid signalling research: Salt stress triggers two distinct lipid signalling pathways:
one through phospholipase D (PLD), generating phosphatidic acid (PA) and the other via
phosphatidylinositol 4-phosphate 5-kinase (PIPK), generating PIP2. Both lipids are important
second messengers in eukaryotes, functioning as membrane-localised docking sites for various
protein targets. Using a genetically encoded-PIP2 biosensor, i.e. a fusion of a PIP2-specific lipidbinding domain with a fluorescent protein (FP; e.g. YFP) expressed in Arabidopsis seedlings and
tobacco BY-2 cells, we found that salt stress triggers PIP2 formation at the plasma membrane
within minutes. For PA, no such probe is available, so we have started to develop one using
different PA-binding regions fused to a FP. Using T-DNA insertion KO-lines, two PLDs and two
PIPK have been identified to be involved in the salt stress response. Microarray experiments and
physiological assays will be used to further understand their role in salt stress tolerance.
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Research highlights (continued)
►► To deal with drought or high salinity of the soil, plants can adjust and optimise their root
system architecture (RSA), to avoid local high salt concentrations. We study the intracellular
signalling pathways linking salinity to root development and direction of root growth. PA is a
lipid second messenger involved in an array of processes occurring during a plant’s life cycle, and is
induced upon salinity stress. We have isolated and identified several proteins that directly interact
with PA, including two SNF1-related protein kinases (SnRK2s) that function in maintenance
of root system architecture under salt stress. In another study, we set up an approach to isolate
and identify putative proteins from Arabidopsis roots that interact with PA and are recruited
to membranes in response to salt. Of the 42 putative PA-binding proteins identified, a set of
eight new candidate PA-binding proteins accumulated at the membrane after salt stress. Proteins
identified are involved in the regulation of potassium homeostasis, metabolism and clathrin
recruitment, among other functions. The approach presents an effective way to isolate biologically
relevant lipid-binding proteins and could be used in the context of other stress stimuli, such as
ABA treatment, wounding, temperature or biotic stress. With regard to salt stress, our results
reveal putative novel targets of PA and suggest a function of PA in salt-induced regulation of
clathrin-mediated endocytosis.
►► Plant volatiles research: In our efforts to elucidate roles of Green leaf volatiles (GLVs) in
plants, we have established that GLVs make Arabidopsis more susceptible to Pseudomonas syringae
pv. tomato DC3000. Hydroperoxide lyase (hpl) mutants that do not produce GLVs produce lower
jasmonic acid levels and are thus more resistant to DC3000 while treatment of Arabidopsis with
the GLV E-2-hexenal makes them more susceptible.
►► Our ongoing investigations in the role of terpenes, produced by glandular trichomes
of tomato, in deterring herbivores, have led to the production of cultivated tomatoes
producing 7-epizingiberene in their glandular trichomes. This sesquiterpene is made from cisfarnelysdiphosphate (FPP) in the plastids unlike the ‘classical’ sesquiterpenes that are made from
trans-FPP in the cytosol. These plants are highly resistant to e.g. spider mites, whiteflies and
tobacco hornworms. Furthermore, we are also studying how terpene biosynthesis is regulated in
glandular trichomes. We have identified two transcription factors (TFs) that can transactivate the
monoterpene synthase 1 promoter in planta, i.e. in a transient assay in Nicotiana benthamiana,
and these two TFs act synergistically on this promoter.
►► Petunia hybrida is our model of choice to study volatile benzenoid and phenylpropanoid
synthesis, emission and regulation. Our aim is to identify and characterise the remaining
unknown steps in the biosynthesis and the transcriptional network underlying the regulation of
the biosynthesis of these volatiles. 1) We take a targeted approach by identifying enzymes possibly
involved in the biosynthesis of precursors for the volatiles. Upon cloning all members of this
gene family we determine which is petal specific and this gene we subject to RNAi-mediated
silencing and determine the phenotype of the transgenic plants; 2) we determine all genes that
are regulated by the transcription factor ODORANT1 (ODO1), a MYB transcription factor
controlling the biosynthesis of precursors (and perhaps biosynthetic genes), using RNAseq of lines
silenced for ODO1. Candidate genes go through the same routine of silencing and phenotyping;
3) we have created ODO1-GFP overexpressing plants and are performing Chip-seq to determine
which promoters ODO1 binds. Candidate genes go through the same routine of silencing and
phenotyping.
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Other highlights
►► 2012 NWO-National Science Foundation China (NSFC) collaboration (€374.000) ‘How
do environmental signals impact root development?’ (PI: Christa Testerink, CO-PI: Dr. H-W
Xue, CAS, China).
►► ALW Meerwaarde (€40.000) ‘Moleculaire merkers voor de productie van 7-epizingibereenzuur
voor brede plaagresistentie in tomaat.’ (PI: Robert Schuurink).
►► Marie Curie Fellowship (€184.000) The role of isomerisation of green leaf volatiles in finetuning tritrophic interactions. (PI: Robert Schuurink, Fellow: Silke Allmann).
►► Groene Innovatie Toonbank (€ 30.000). Innovation fund for the Province of North Holland
and the Chamber of Commerce for Amsterdam. (PI: Michel Haring).
►► Teun Munnik: Organiser and chair of the Gordon Research Conference, ‘Salt &Water Stress
in Plants’, Hong Kong, China.
►► Teun Munnik: Associate Editor Plant Physiology, section ‘Signaling and Responses’.

Research aims for the coming year
►► Identify genes involved in the isomerisation of trans-2 hexenal.
►► Elucidate the role of lipid signalling in development of Arabidopsis lateral roots.
►► Elucidate the role of vesicle transport in salt sensing and avoidance.
►► Characterise genes underlying natural variation in Arabidopsis accessions for salt tolerance.
►► Validate Lipid-FP biosensors.
►► Characterise the effect of trichome specific transcription factors on terpene emission.
►► Identify ODO1 target genes in Petunia.

Wild tomato fruit covered
with trichomes (hairs).
The small glandular
trichomes produce
volatiles that can repel
herbivorous insects. From:
Bleeker et al., Proc Natl
Acad Sci U S A. 109,
20124-9
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Petra Bleeker
Carlos Galvan Ampudia
Rossana Mirabella
Eleni Spyropoulou
Silke Allmann
PhD students
Maaike Boersma

Magdalena Julkowska
Alessandra Scala
Dorota Kawa
Technicians
Pieter van Egmond
Lisa Paulus
Wendy Roels
Michel de Vries
Ringo van Wijk
Fang Xu

Academic publications
Bleeker, P.M., Mirabella, R., Diergaarde, P.J.,
Vandoorn, A., Tissier, A., Kant, M.R., Prins, M.,
Vos, M. de, Haring, M.A. & Schuurink, R.C. (2012).
Improved herbivore resistance in cultivated tomato
with the sesquiterpene biosynthetic pathway from a
wild relative. Proc Natl Acad Sci U S A, 109(49), 2012420129.
Colquhoun, T.A., Marciniak, D.M., Wedde,
A.E., Kim, J.Y., Schwieterman, M.L., Levin, L.A.,
Moerkercke, A. Van, Schuurink, R.C. & Clark, D.G.
(2012). A peroxisomally localized acyl-activating
enzyme is required for volatile benzenoid formation
in a Petuniaxhybrida cv. ‘Mitchell Diploid’ flower.
Journal of Experimental Botany, 63(13), 4821-4833.

Horvath, I., Glatz, A., Nakamoto, H., Mishkind,
M.L., Munnik, T., Saidi, Y., Goloubinoff, P.,
Harwood, J.L. & Vigh, L. (2012). Heat shock response
in photosynthetic organisms: membrane and lipid
connections. Progress in lipid research, 51(3), 208-220.
Kulik, A., Anielska-Mazur, A., Bucholc, M.,
Koen, E., Szymańska, E., Żmieńko, A., Krzywińska,
E., Wawer, I., McLoughlin, F., Ruszkowski, D.,
Figlerowicz, M., Testerink, C., Sklodowska, A.,
Wendehenne, D. & Dobrowolska, G. (2012). SNF1related protein kinases type 2 are involved in plant
responses to cadmium stress. Plant Physiology, 160(2),
868-883.

Ducluzeau, A-L., Wamboldt, Y., Elowsky, C.G.,
Mackenzie, S.A., Schuurink, R.C. & Basset, G.J.
(2012). Gene network reconstruction identifies the
authentic trans-prenyl diphosphate synthase that
makes the solanesyl moiety of ubiquinone-9 in
Arabidopsis. Plant Journal, 69(2), 366-375.

McLoughlin,
F.,
Galvan-Ampudia, C.S.,
Julkowska, M.M., Caarls, L., Does, D. van der,
Laurière, C., Munnik, T., Haring, M.A. & Testerink,
C. (2012). The Snf1-related protein kinases SnRK2.4
and SnRK2.10 are involved in maintenance of root
system architecture during salt stress. Plant Journal,
2012(72), 436-449.

Glas, J.J., Schimmel, B.C.J., Alba, J.M., EscobarBravo, R., Schuurink, R.C. & Kant, M.R. (2012).
Plant glandular trichomes as targets for breeding or
engineering of resistance to herbivores. Int J Mol Sci,
13(12), 17077-17103.

Moerkercke, A. Van, Haring, M.A. & Schuurink,
R.C. (2012). A model for combinatorial regulation
of the petunia R2R3-MYB transcription factor
ODORANT1. Plant Signaling & Behavior, 7(4), 518520.

Gonorazky, G., Laxalt, A.M., Dekker, H.L., Rep,
M., Munnik, T., Testerink, C. & Canal, L. de la
(2012). Phosphatidylinositol 4-phosphate is associated
to extracellular lipoproteic fractions and is detected in
tomato apoplastic fluid. Plant Biology, 14(1), 41-49.

Moerkercke, A. Van, Galván-Ampudia, C.S.,
Verdonk, J.C., Haring, M.A. & Schuurink, R.C.
(2012). Regulators of floral fragrance production and
their target genes in petunia are not exclusively active
in the epidermal cells of petals. Journal of Experimental
Botany, 63(8), 3157-3171.
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Pribat, A., Sormani, R., Rousseau, M., Julkowska,
M.M., Testerink, C., Joubes, J., Castroviejo, M.,
Laguerre, M., Meyer, C., Germain, V. & Rothan, C.
(2012). A Novel Class of PTEN Protein in Arabidopsis
displays Unusual Phosphoinositide Phosphatase
Activity and Efficiently Binds Phosphatidic Acid.
Biochemical Journal, 441(1), 161-171.
Strawn, L., Babb, A., Testerink, C. & Kooijman,
E.E. (2012). The physical chemistry of the enigmatic
phospholipid diacylglycerol pyrophosphate. Front
Plant Sci, 3, 40.
Book chapter
Alba, J.M., Allmann, S., Schimmel, B.C.J.,
Spyropoulou, E.A., Stoops, M, Villaroel, C.A. & Kant,
M.R. (). Induction and Suppression of HerbivoreInduced Indirect Defenses. Biocommunication of
plants (Signaling and communication in plants, 14) (pp.
197-213). G Witzany & F Baluška (Eds.), Springer.
Alba, J.M., Bleeker, P.M., Glas, J.J., Schimmel,
B.C.J., Wijk, M. van, Sabelis, M.W., Schuurink,
R.C. & Kant, M.R. (2012). The Impact of Induced
Plant Volatiles on Plant-Arthropod Interactions.
Arthropod-Plant Interactions-Novel Insights and
Approaches for IPM (Progress in Biological Control,
Vol. 14) (pp. 15-73-chapter 2). G. Smagghe & I. Diaz
(Eds.), Springer.
PhD theses
McLoughlin, F. (17 October 2012). Roles of
phosphatidic acid and its protein targets in mediating
cellular responses of plants to salinity. UvA (160 pag.)
(Zutphen: Wöhrmann printing Service). Prom./
coprom.: Prof. M.A. Haring & Dr C. Testerink.
Spyropoulou, E. (03 July 2012). Transcription
factors regulating terpene synthases in tomato trichomes.
UvA (181 pag.) (Zuthpen: Wöhrmann Printing
Service). Prom./coprom.: Prof. M.A. Haring & Dr Ir
R.C. Schuurink.
Allmann, S. (10, January 2012). Isomers of green
leaf volatiles in Nicotiana attenuata and their role in
plant-insect interactions. UvA (182 pag.) (Zutphen:
Wöhrmann Printing Service). Prom./coprom.: Prof.
M.A. Haring, I.T. Baldwin & Dr Ir R.C. Schuurink.
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Popular publication
Schuurink, R.C. (20 November 2012). Kastomaat
kan weer zelf lastige vliegen verjagen. NRC Handelsblad
Invited lectures
Haring, M.A. (26 September 2012). Genetische
modificatie van planten: wetenschappelijke aspecten.
Leeuwarden, the Netherlands, Provinciehuis Friesland.
Haring, M.A. (28 Februari 2012). Green Life
Sciences voor innovatie in de groene sector. Kudelstaart,
the Netherlands, LTO Glaskracht.
Haring, M.A. (15 May 2012). Wetenschap voor de
groene sector. Amsterdam, the Netherlands, Blooming
Breakfast.
Munnik, T. (10 December 2012). Lipid Signalling
in Plant Growth & Development. Veldhoven, the
Netherlands, Annual NWO-CW Meeting ‘Chemistry
in Relation to Biology and Medical Sciences’.
Munnik, T. (03 September 2012). Lipid Signalling
in Plant Stress & Development. Izmir, Turkey, 21st
National Biology Congress.
Munnik, T. (05 February 2012). Phospholipid
Signalling in Plant Defence. Tel Aviv, Israel, BARD
Workshop on Plant Innate Immunity/Effector
Biology.
Munnik, T. (22 June 2012). Phospholipid Signalling
in Plant Stress & Development. Taipei, Taiwan,
Agricultural Biotechnology Research Center (ABRC)
at Academia Sinica.
Munnik, T. (13 April 2012). Phospholipid Signals
in Plant Stress & Development. Zurich, Switzerland,
University of Zurich seminar.
Munnik, T. (26 April 2012). Polyamines trigger two
distinct phospholipid signalling pathways in Arabidopsis.
Utrecht, the Netherlands, EPS Theme Symposium.
Munnik, T. (12 April 2012). Polyphosphoinositide
signalling in plants. Lausanne, Switzerland, University
of Lausanne seminar.

Plant Physiology
Munnik, T. (24 June 2012). Signal Transduction.
Hong Kong. China, Gordon Research Conference
(GRC) on Salt & Water Stress in Plants.

Schuurink, R.C. (06 June 2012). Plants and insects,
a volatile interaction. Ithaca, NY, USA, Cornell
University seminar.

Munnik, T. (09 February 2012). Visualising
Phospholipid Signalling in Plant Stress and Development.
Rehovot, Israel, Hebrew University of Jerusalem.

Schuurink, R.C. (30 January 2012). Regulators
of floral fragrance production and their target genes in
petunia are not exclusively active in the epidermal cells
of petals. Ventura, CA, USA, Gordon Conference on
Plant Volatiles.

Munnik, T. (12 January 2012). Visualising
phospholipid signals during plant stress and development.
Pohang,
South-Korea,
Winter
Conference
POSTECH, Pohang University of Science and
Technology.

Testerink, C. (17 January 2012). Finding novel
players in plant responses to salinity. Wageningen, the
Netherlands, Keygene seminar.
Testerink, C. (10 July 2012). Take it or leave it:
cellular signalling pathways linking salinity stress to root
growth. Heidelberg, Germany, Universität Heidelberg
seminar.
Editorship
Munnik, T. Planta.
Testerink, C. Frontiers in Plant Physiology.
Munnik, T (Associate Editor) Plant Physiology,
section ‘Signaling and Responses’.
Other
Munnik, T (2012) Organiser and chair of the
Gordon Research Conference, ‘Salt &Water Stress in
Plants’, Hong Kong, China.

SnRK2.4 is expressed in cells surrounding an
emerging lateral rootprimordium (LRP), and
accumulates in punctate structures in these cells.(a–d)
pSnRK2.4::SnRK2.4–YFP was stably transformed into
the snrk2.4-1 mutant.The mid-section of the primary
root (a), LRP in stage 3 (b), stage 6 (c) and
emerged (d) were imaged. From: McLoughlin et al,
2012, Plant Journal
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Molecular Plant Pathology
Prof. B.J.C. Cornelissen
Dr M. Rep
Dr F.L.W. Takken
Dr H.A. van den Burg

M

Chairholder
Associate Professor
Assistant Professor
Tenure Track Assistant Professor

Microbial pathogens cause disease by evading host
defences. Our aim is to reveal the molecular basis of
resistance and susceptibility in plants and of virulence
in fungi. Our main model is the interaction between
the fungus Fusarium oxysporum and tomato, but we
also use Arabidopsis to answer fundamental questions
of plant immunity. We intensively study R proteins of
the NBS-LRR family such as the tomato F. oxysporumresistance protein I-2. We are interested in basal and
induced defence mechanisms of the host, and virulence
and avirulence factors (‘effectors’) of the pathogen.
More specifically, our research aims at: (i) the

identification and dissection of the protein complex(es)
involved in R protein-mediated resistance. This
work includes the functional analysis of individual
complex-components and conformational changes in
R proteins; (ii) dissection of the role of SUMO (small
ubiquitin-like modifier) isoforms in disease resistance
and stress responses, including heat acclimation and
stability of immune receptors; (iii) uncovering the role
of effector proteins of F. oxysporum and identification
of their targets in tomato; (iv) unravelling the
dynamics of genome evolution and the mechanisms
of horizontal chromosome transfer in F. oxysporum.

Below: Heterokaryon of the plant-pathogenic fungus Fusarium oxysporum. PhD student S. Shahi has made strains
of F. oxysporum with either red or green nuclei (nuclear RFP resp. GFP). After mixing under the right conditions,
two strains can fuse to make hyphae with both nuclei, an example of which is shown here. In F. oxysporum, transfer
of chromosomes between nuclei occurs. This likely takes place in heterokaryotic hyphae such as these.
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Molecular Plant Pathology

Research highlights
►► In 10 new genome sequences of strains of F. oxysporum, released by the Broad Institute and
which include pathogens of different plant species as well as an isolate from a human infection,
candidate effector genes were identified through a combination of homology searches and a search
for a miniature impala transposable element in the upstream region.
►► In collaboration with the group of Kamoun at the Sainsbury Laboratory (Norwich, UK),
plant proteins interacting with several effectors of F. oxysporum (Avr1, Avr3, Six6 and Six8) have
been identified through heterologous expression in plant leaves, co-immunoprecipitation and
mass-spectrometry. Transgenic tomato plants expressing AVR1, AVR2 and AVR3 have also been
obtained.
►► In collaboration with the Schulze-Lefert group at the MPI Cologne, it was found that
some R proteins exert their function in the nucleus. This finding is consistent with the observed
recognition of the Fusarium effector protein Avr2 in the plant nucleus. Interestingly, activation of
full resistance responses by the plant not only requires the presence of Avr2, but also of Six5. The
SIX5 and AVR2 genes form a gene-pair whose expression is regulated by a shared promoter region.
►► After co-cultivation of strains of F. oxysporum with different fluorescently labelled nuclei
(GFP or RFP histones), we observed hyphae that contain nuclear material from both strains using
fluorescence microscopy. Potentially, chromosome transfer takes place in these ‘mixed’ hyphae.
►► Plant SUMO paralogs repeatedly emerge in evolution through gene duplications, yielding
potentially novel protein marks that influence SUMO signalling in plant stress. A key question is
whether these plant-specific SUMO paralogs affect canonical SUMO function or whether they act
as novel protein modifications. Genetic studies show that the Arabidopsis paralog SUMO3 cannot
complement knock-down of canonical SUMO genes. We found that the SUMO machinery plays
an important role in temperature acclimation; SUMOylation of protein chaperones is essential at
elevated temperatures to allow sustained plant growth. A review paper was accepted highlighting
the role of SUMO in plant gene expression regulation, in particular chromatin function.

Other highlights
►► A Zenith (NGI) grant was obtained by Rep for comparative genomics of Fusarium oxysporum,
which provides for a PhD student and a bioinformatician.
►► Two PhD students supported by a Talent and training China-Netherlands programme and
a CSC - study abroad programmme joined the Takken group.
►► SciENZA biotechnology was launched on 1 March and is hosted at Sciencepark. This spinout company is founded by ENZA Zaden and offers services to companies active in ornamental
or field crop breeding. Besides applying key technology from ENZA, the company uses the knowhow from Takken and collaborates closely with the Molecular Plant Pathology group.
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Research research aims for the coming year
►► Identify novel SUMO-hubs in signalling and gene regulation during a defence response in
Arabidopsis and study the role of SUMO on these hubs.
►► Study the role of SUMO in protein folding and protein stability at elevated temperatures.
►► Finalise our studies on the role of SUMO3 in Arabidopsis in defence and flowering.
►► Determine the biologically active isoform of SUMO3 to see if it acts as a novel protein
modification or can only interact with the SUMO-network. In addition, we will determine the
full range of the SUMO protein network using a yeast two-hybrid approach.
►► Determine which plant proteins interacting with Avr1, Avr3, Six6 and Six8 are relevant for
resistance or susceptibility to disease in tomato and Arabidopsis (Six8).
►► Screen for plant proteins interacting with Six5 and Avr2 and elucidate their role in resistance
and/or pathogenicity.
►► Make transgenic F. oxysporum strains expressing fluorescently labelled Six5 and Avr2 proteins
to determine their subcellular (co)localisation and screen for interacting plant proteins.
►► Determine which chromosomes in the reference strain of F. oxysporum f.sp. lycopersici can be
transferred between strains.
►► Determine whether DNA or histone methylation is required for expression of effector genes
in F. oxysporum and/or for horizontal chromosome transfer.
►► Visualise nuclear dynamics during hyphal fusion and in heterokaryotic hyphae of F.
oxysporum.
►► Compare in vitro and in planta gene expression in F. oxysporum pathogenic to tomato and
melon using RNAseq.
►► Identify tomato genes whose expression is affected by either virulence or avirulence activity
of Avr2.
►► Determine the functional relevance of a nuclear localisation for the activity of I-2 and Rx in
disease resistance signalling.
►► Determine potential target sites of transcription factors affecting effector gene expression
and/or encoded on the Fol pathogenicity chromosome.
►► Set up collections of strains and bioassays for F. oxysporum pathogenic towards cucumber,
watermelon and tobacco.
►► Compare genomes of strains of F. oxysporum f.sp. melonis to identify potential effector genes
specific for this forma specialis or for races of this pathogen.

Group members
Postdoctoral researchers
Lotje van der Does
Sarah Schmidt
PhD students
Biju Chellapan
Fleur Gawehns-Bruning
Valentin Hammoudi
Lisong Ma
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Shermineh Shahi
Mara de Sain
Ido Vlaardingerbroek
Magdalena Mazur
Peter van Dam
Technicians
Petra Houterman
Patrick Mak
Hannah Richter
Georgios Vlachakis

Molecular Plant Pathology
Academic publications
Does, H.C. van der & Rep, M. (2012). Horizontal
transfer of supernumerary chromosomes in fungi.
Methods in Molecular Biology, 835, 427-437.
Bai, S., Liu, J., Chang, C., Zhang, L., Maekawa, T.,
Wang, Q., Xiao, W., Liu, Y., Chai, J., Takken, F.L.W.,
Schulze-Lefert, P. & Shen, Q.H. (2012). Structurefunction analysis of barley NLR immune receptor
MLA10 reveals its cell compartment specific activity
in cell death and disease resistance. PLoS Pathogens,
8(6).
Gonorazky, G., Laxalt, A.M., Dekker, H.L., Rep,
M., Munnik, T., Testerink, C. & Canal, L. de la
(2012). Phosphatidylinositol 4-phosphate is associated
to extracellular lipoproteic fractions and is detected in
tomato apoplastic fluid. Plant Biology, 14(1), 41-49.
Lukasik-Shreepaathy, E., Slootweg, E., Richter,
H., Goverse, A., Cornelissen, B.J.C. & Takken,
F.L.W. (2012). Dual regulatory roles of the extended N
terminus for activation of the tomato MI-1.2 resistance
protein. Molecular Plant-Microbe Interactions, 25(8),
1045-1057.

Lukasik-Shreepaathy, E., Vossen, J.H., Tameling,
W.I.L., Vroomen, M.J. de, Cornelissen, B.J.C. &
Takken, F.L.W. (2012). Protein-protein interactions
as a proxy to monitor conformational changes and
activation states of the tomato resistance protein I-2.
Journal of Experimental Botany, 63(8), 3047-3060.
Ma, L., Lukasik, E., Gawehns, F. & Takken,
F.L.W. (2012). The use of agroinfiltration for transient
expression of plant resistance and fungal effector
proteins in Nicotiana benthamiana leaves. Methods in
Molecular Biology, 835, 61-74.
Mazur, M.J. & Burg, H.A. van den (2012). Global
SUMO proteome responses guide gene regulation,
mRNA biogenesis, and plant stress responses. Front
Plant Sci, 3, 215.
Michielse, C.B., Reijnen, L., Olivain, C.,
Alabouvette, C. & Rep, M. (2012). Degradation of
aromatic compounds through the beta-ketoadipate
pathway is required for pathogenicity of the tomato
wilt pathogen Fusarium oxysporum f. sp. lycopersici.
Mol Plant Pathol, 13(9), 1089-1100.

Six6 suppresses I-2/Avr2 mediated cell death in Nicotiana benthamiana leaves. Co-expression of Avr2 and I-2
triggers cell death (lower circles) that can be suppressed by expression of Six6, but not by Gus. Cell death is visible as
tissue collapse (left panel) or as blue stained tissue after a trypan blue staining (right panel).
Figure made by F. Gawehns.
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Rodríguez-Ortiz, R., Michielse, C., Rep, M.,
Limón, M.C. & Avalos, J. (2012). Genetic basis of
carotenoid overproduction in Fusarium oxysporum.
Fungal Genetics and Biology, 49(9), 684-696.
Takken, F.L.W. & Goverse, A. (2012). How to
build a pathogen detector: structural basis of NBLRR function. Current Opinion in Plant Biology, 15(4),
375-384.
Wit, P.J.G.M. de, Burgt, A. van der, Ökmen, B.,
Stergiopoulos, I., Abd-Elsalam, K.A., Aerts, A.L.,
Bahkali, A.H., Beenen, H.G., Chettri, P., Cox, M.P.,
Datema, E., Vries, R.P. de, Dhillon, B., Ganley, A.R.,
Griffiths, S.A., Guo, Y., Hamelin, R.C., Henrissat, B.,
Kabir, M.S., Jashni, M.K., Kema, G., Klaubauf, S.,
Lapidus, A., Levasseur, A., Lindquist, E., Mehrabi,
R., Ohm, R.A., Owen, T.J., Salamov, A., Schwelm,
A., Schijlen, E., Sun, H., Burg, H.A. van den, Ham,
R.C.H.J. van, Zhang, S., Goodwin, S.B., Grigoriev,
I.V., Collemare, J. & Bradshaw, R.E. (2012). The
genomes of the fungal plant pathogens Cladosporium
fulvum and Dothistroma septosporum reveal adaptation
to different hosts and lifestyles but also signatures of
common ancestry. PLOS Genetics, 8(11), e1003088.
Book chapter
Lievens, B., Hanssen, I.M. & Rep, M. (2012).
Recent Developments in the Detection and
Identification of Formae Speciales and Races of
Fusarium oxysporum: From Pathogenicity Testing to
Molecular Diagnostics. Fusarium Wilts of Greenhouse
Vegetable and Ornamental Crops (pp. 47-55). M.L.
Gullino, J. Katan & A. Garibaldi (Eds.), APS PRESS.
Ma, L., Burg, H.A. van den, Cornelissen, B.J.C.
& Takken, F.L.W. (2012). Molecular basis of effector
recognition by plant NB-LRR proteins. Molecular
Plant Immunity (pp. 13-39-chapter 2-23). G. Sessa
(Ed.), Wiley-Blackwell.
Ma, L.J., Kistler, H.C. & Rep, M. (2012).
Evolution of Plant Pathogenicity in Fusarium Species.
In L. David Sibley, B.J. Howlett & J. Heitman (Eds.),
Evolution of Virulence in Eukaryotic Microbes (pp.
485-500-chapt. 26). Wiley-Blackwell.
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PhD thesis
Ma, L. (23 October 2012). The role of Fusarium
oxysporum effector protein Avr2 in resistance and
pathogenicity. UvA (158 pp.). Prom./coprom.: Prof.
B.J.C. Cornelissen & Dr. F.L.W. Takken.
Invited lectures
Burg, H.A. van den (30 June 2012). SUMOmediated transcriptional reprogramming in plant stress
and innate immune responses. Salzburg, Austria, SEB
annual meeting.
Burg, H.A. van den (28 June 2012). Systemic
acquired resistance (SAR) in plants. Radboud
University Nijmegen Medical Centre, Nijmegen, the
Netherlands, Trained Immunity Conference.
Rep, M. (10 January 2012). Effectors of a vascular
wilt fungus. Norwich, UK, Sainsbury Laboratory
Seminar.
Rep, M. (07 November 2012). How can molecular
insight help improve disease resistance? Enkhuizen, the
Netherlands, ENZA Seeds seminar.
Rep, M. (17 June 2012). Organisation and expression
of Fusarium oxysporum genomes. Holderness NH,
U.S.A, Gordon Conference on Cellular and Molecular
Fungal Biology.
Takken, F.L.W. (18 June 2012). How to build a
pathogen detector; structural basis of NB-LRR function.
Sainsbury Laboratory, Norwich, UK, EMBO practical
course.
Takken, F.L.W. (07 November 2012). Molecular
mechanism underlying NB-LRR-mediated plant innate
immunity. Enkhuizen, the Netherlands, ENZA Seeds
seminar.
Takken, F.L.W. (19 December 2012). Next
generation breeding for plant disease resistance. De Lier,
the Netherlands, RijksZwaan seminar.
Takken, F.L.W. (19 April 2012). The role of Fusarium
effectors in NLR-mediated plant innate immunity.
Fribourg, Switzerland, Plant Biology Department
University of Fribourg.

Molecular Plant Pathology
Takken, F.L.W. (29 July 2012). The role of Fusarium
effectors in NLR-mediated plant innate immunity.
Kyoto, Japan, XV International Congress on
Molecular Plant-Microbe Interactions (IS-MPMI).

Takken, F.L.W. (30 November 2012). The role
of pathogen effectors in NLR-mediated plant innate
immunity. University of Amsterdam, Amsterdam, the
Netherlands, EPS PhD-student day.

4
The Fusarium Avr2 protein is apoplastically localised in N. benthamiana leaves after agroinfiltration. Confocal image of plasmolysed leaf mesophyll cells co-expressing Avr2-RFP and the
plasma membrane marker ZmHVR-YFP. Avr2-RFP is clearly visible in the apoplastic spaces.
White scale bars represents 25 μm.
Figure made by L. Ma in collaboration with the Centre for Advanced Microscopy.
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Cognitive and Systems Neuroscience
Prof. C.M.A. Pennartz
Dr W.E.J.M. Ghijsen
Dr F.P. Battaglia
Dr C.S. Lansink
Dr L.J. Gentet
Dr. C. Bosman

T

Chairholder
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor (started July 2012)

The group’s global research aim is to elucidate
how neuronal networks distributed across cortical
structures, most notably the sensory neocortices,
prefrontal cortex and hippocampus, cooperate in
cognitive processes, in particular conscious perception,
multisensory integration and memory formation.
This aim is pursued using a variety of techniques and
at various aggregate levels, ranging from cellular to
systems and behavioural levels. The research focuses
on the level of systems neurophysiology.
We investigate how neural assemblies in the brain
cooperate to generate conscious and unconscious
multisensory representations, and how sensory inputs
from different modalities are combined to achieve such
integrated representations. A theoretical framework to
understand how multimodal integration contributes
to consciousness has been constructed, and we are
testing its experimental predictions using in vivo
2-photon Calcium imaging and multi-area ensemble
recordings. For instance, we compare visual processing
under awake and anaesthetised conditions, and study
auditory modulation of tuning curves of primary
visual cortical neurons. We started a new Veni project
aiming to investigate how the integration of audiovisual stimuli is represented in the firing patterns of
single units and populations of neurons at successive
hierarchical nodes of the system. Using whole-cell
recordings in vivo, guided by 2-photon imaging, we
are studying how GABAergic interneurons in the
sensory cortices shape response patterns of principal
(pyramidal) cells to sensory input, and how they
control multisensory interactions between brain areas.
Second, we examine the consolidation of memorised
information of recent experiences. A promising
candidate mechanism for mediating this process
is spontaneous ‘off-line’ reactivation of stored
information. After an initial experience, which is
marked by highly specific firing patterns in brain
structures involved in memory, a replay of these
firing patterns can be observed, with preservation of
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temporally specific features such as the order in which
brain cells fire. We pursue the causal relevance of this
phenomenon for memory consolidation by electrical
interventions, and how replay is orchestrated among
different brain areas, such as the hippocampus and
ventral striatum. Technically, this project is carried
out in animals by performing ensemble recordings
using ‘tetrode arrays’ and by state-dependent deep
brain stimulation. We are also studying memory
consolidation from theoretical and computational
viewpoints. We are also developing new analytic
methods to study coherence within and between cell
assemblies in the brain.
Another main question in the field of learning and
memory is how networks of cells collectively learn to
generate predictions about upcoming rewards and other
types of outcome, based on sensory cues that precede
reward delivery. Learning-related changes in rhythmic
neural activity and network coherence are highlighted.
We investigate which neurotransmitters and receptors
influence the formation of neural representations of
reward predictions. This line of research has been
recently augmented by studying how stress hormones
influence memory formation.
We investigate relationships between genes, learning
and memory capacities as measured in behaviour
and the systems physiology that forms the interface
between gene expression and overt behaviour.
These relationships are studied in the context of
spatial navigation, conditioned place preference
and cognitive flexibility in targeted knockout mice,
e.g. in a genetic mouse model of mental retardation
(fragile-X syndrome).
The current systems-level efforts to elucidate neural
substrates of sensory integration and plasticity are
being complemented by refined techniques such as
optogenetics. Using optogenetics we study the causal
role specific cortical cell types play during sensory
analysis and integration. These studies are integrated
with 2-photon results and extracellular recordings.

Hippocampus

Ventral striatum

Cognitive and Systems Neuroscience

Recordings were made from hippocampal and ventral striatal neurons simultaneously to study how animals learn to
predict reward value based on discrete cues and locations in the environment. Each square shows the firing activity
of one recorded neuron in colour from the hippocampus (left) and the ventral striatum (right) on top of a plot of
the rat’s journey in a Y-shaped maze (black). Very low firing activity by the neuron is plotted with dark red colors
whereas yellow and white indicate high firing activity. Hippocampal and ventral striatal neurons exhibit different
firing patterns. Hippocampal neurons are generally active on one spot in the environment whereas ventral striatal
firing is more symmetrical. Neurons fire either in the center of the Y-maze or at the rims where the rats could obtain
a drop of sweetened water from several wells. From: Lansink et al. (2012).

Research highlights
►► Joint ensemble recordings were made from hippocampus and ventral striatum simultaneously
to study how animals learn to predict reward value based on discrete cues and locations in the
environment. In a Y-maze task, we first found that sensory cues that predict rewards elicit a
switch in hippocampal representation. This is visible as an increase or decrease of firing rate of
individual neurons for a variable time period. Moreover, ventral striatal ensembles appear to switch
concurrently with the hippocampus. The results indicate that changes in attentive-motivational
state during goal-seeking cause coordinated, robust changes in neural representations distributed
over multiple brain areas.
►► A key question regarding the neural basis of reinforcement learning concerns the role of
the orbitofrontal cortex in coding reward expectancy and in using this information to direct
behaviour. NMDA receptors are thought to be key elements in the neural mechanisms for
remembering and learning to predict future rewards. We examined the role of these receptors in
neural coding processes in the orbitofrontal cortex by combining tetrode recordings with local
infusion of NMDA-R antagonist using reverse microdialysis. NMDA receptors were found to
play an enhancing role in representation of different odours coupled to positive or negative trial
outcomes, and in attenuating neural synchronisation in the higher frequency bands. Moreover,
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Research highlights (continued)
we discovered phase-amplitude coupling of neural rhythms in orbitofrontal cortex and found this
phenomenon to correlate with odour discrimination.
►► We carried out experiments involving tetrode ensemble recordings in the hippocampus
of control and NMDA receptor knockout mice, in a series of tasks involving food search in
a star-shape maze and running in a circular task, with the purpose of analysing the activity of
hippocampal place cells when the NMDA receptor is functionally impaired. This study sheds new
light on the role of synaptic plasticity in shaping spatial representations and mechanisms underlying
spike timing relative to theta and gamma rhythm, in relation to computations performed in the
hippocampus. Similar ensemble recordings in mouse models of mental retardation and learning
and memory disorders have been conducted, and the results on Arc-deficient mice point to a
deficit in the physiological architecture of sleep, especially features of the hippocampal EEG
linked to memory processing.
►► The hippocampus is thought to play a crucial role in representation of an animal’s location
and, more in general, in representation of its internal and external state. However, it is unknown
if it may also function in representing state parameters of other agents in the environment, e.g.
conspecifics. We studied whether rats can discriminate positions and movements of robotic agents
in the environment. This was indeed the case. Preliminary results indicate that the hippocampus
harbours cells sensitive to task-relevant parameters of external agents, such as their global position
in space.
►► A 2-photon imaging setup was used to visualise the spatially and temporally ordered structure
of neuronal population activity in the living mouse brain. To examine the characteristics of neural
processing in conscious conditions, we compared how this structure differs between the awake
and anaesthetised state. In the anaesthetised state, correlations between neural resting activity
were on average higher than in the awake state. Sparseness of visual cortex neurons in coding of
visual features such as motion direction was higher in the awake state, as was the degree of motion
direction selectivity. Finally, we discovered that neurons in the mouse visual cortex can not only
respond to visual stimuli, but also to auditory inputs.
►► To investigate how neural assemblies in brain areas belonging to different sensory modality
interact, we developed a new behavioural task in which visual and tactile inputs can be separately
manipulated. Next we applied ensemble recording techniques to record four neocortical and
hippocampal areas simultaneously (i.e., visual cortex, somatosensory cortex, perirhinal cortex and
hippocampus). The results from this unique recording approach are currently being analysed.
►► A novel behavioural task was set up to test visual target detection and target localisation in
rats. Significant technical advances were also made in setting up telemetric ensemble recordings in
rodents as well as optogenetic stimulation.

Opposite page: (Left) Calcium-imaging allows the observation of the output activity of many neurons
simultaneously in the living brain. Transgenic mice lines express red-fluorescent protein (RFP) in a genetically
identified subset of cortical GABAergic neurons, allowing their visualisation.
(Right) Diagram of patch-clamp recordings in GABAergic neurons (red) combined with calcium-imaging in
neighbouring excitatory pyramidal cells (black).
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Other highlights
►► The group published several papers in high-impact review journals, including research papers
in the Journal of Neuroscience, Neuron and Physical Review E.
►► Luc Gentet acquired a EU FET Grant ‘Brainleap’ with a consortium of scientists to develop
novel recording electrodes (UvA share € 400,000).
►► Luc Gentet acquired a EU FET Grant ‘Neuroseeker’ with a consortium of scientists to
develop novel micro-LED probes (UvA share € 200,000).
►► Quentin Perrenoud acquired a 2-year grant from the Fyssen Foundation and started working
as a postdoctoral researcher in the Cognitive and Systems Neuroscience group, in particular with
Luc Gentet.
►► Cyriel Pennartz participated in a EU Grant Coordination Action for the design and
description of the FET Flagship candidate Robot Companions for Citizens (€ 1,480,000).

Research aims for the coming years
►► We will elaborate our programme aiming to disrupt memory consolidation and extrahippocampal replay by electrical and optogenetic intervention of hippocampal processing in rats.
►► We are setting up a new research line in ferrets, permitting us to study multimodal influences
on the population dynamics and oscillatory activity of visual neurons in the neocortex.
►► We plan to investigate the neural mechanisms underlying audiovisual integration by
recording the activity of neuronal ensembles simultaneously in various brain areas along the
cortico-hippocampal hierarchy.
►► Whole-cell recordings in vivo will be performed under 2-photon visually guided microscopy,
targeting both excitatory pyramidal and inhibitory GABAergic neurons in the superficial layer
of primary visual cortex in transgenic mice. Prior injection of a calcium indicator will allow the
concomitant recording of suprathreshold activity of a large number of neighbouring cells (see
figure below). We will test different stimulation protocols, including sound, to study the tuning
properties of specific interneurons in the primary visual cortex and their modulation by sensory
stimulation from another modality.
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Excitability is the most prominent property of the
nervous system. Nerve cells process information by
integrating the thousands of inputs that they receive,
and converting those signals into characteristic spatiotemporal firing patterns. One of the most exciting
questions in neuroscience is how ionic-channels are
organised in the neuronal membrane and how their
activity is quantitatively balanced under the many
circumstances that neurons have to operate. Neurons
communicate with each other through a variety of
synapses, that add additional flexibility and long
term plasticity. Neuronal activity is also modulated
at different time scales in order to allow processes
like learning and memory, development and aging.
Neurons need to be combined in small micro-circuits
in order to provide minimal cognitive functionality.
The fast development of new techniques has made us
shift the focus of our research from the well understood
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single neuron to the more difficult micro circuit. We
approach neuronal plasticity from a multidisciplinary
angle. Our research is organised around a small
number of well defined topics in the realm of
neuronal excitability. Our core expertise is functional
electrophysiology (from patch-clamping to in vivo
recording). We combine this approach with molecular
biology, immuno-cytochemistry, behavioural analysis
and a large variety of imaging techniques (Voltage
Sensitive Dye imaging, Multi-Electrode Array analysis
and MRI imaging). Computational approaches are
an integral element to investigate hypotheses, predict
experiments and understand experimental results.
Each research line is intricately linked to a pathological
brain condition: epilepsy, schizophrenia, Alzheimer’s
disease, Parkinson’s disease and Autism; these relations
are further strengthened by links to several clinical
institutions.

Cellular and Systems Neurobiology

Research highlights
►► The first research line concentrates on specific pharmacological modulation of neuronal
circuits. This line was started as a collaboration with Solvay Pharmaceuticals (prof. C.Kruse;
Weesp; now taken over by Abot) and is funded by the Dutch Top Institute Pharma. We investigate
the role of the endocannabinoids at the cellular and the circuit level in the PreFrontal Cortex
(PFC). This year we published a breakthrough paper (PNAS) that describes an intracellularly
located CB2 receptor in the rodent prefrontal cortex (PFC) in layer II/III neurons. This receptor
mediates a response of surprisingly long delay (minutes) that, using a G-protein, activates a
chloride membrane channel in a calcium-dependent way. The response translates into long-term
regulation of cellular excitability. It could be evoked by artificial agents that activate CB2 receptors,
but also by physiological protocols that are supposed to liberate the endogenous cannabinoids.
►► Our studies on epilepsy focus on seizure generation, epileptogenesis and pharmacoresistance.
The latter problem affects about 30% of epilepsy patients for which none of the available drugs
is effective or can be tolerated. One hypothesis suggests that the drug never reaches its target
in the brain due to problems in the blood-brain barrier. We successfully developed a new MRI
procedure that uses Gd imaging in order to continuously follow the permeability of this bloodbrain-barrier. This new protocol has allowed us to follow the BBB state continuously and nondestructively in our animal model of epileptogenesis. These studies are of high clinical relevance
and we strengthen them through side appointments at the Academic Hospital in Ghent and
intense collaboration with the epilepsy center in Heemstede (SEIN) and the AMC in Amsterdam.
Using a special valorisation grant we could complete the study on basic mechanisms underlying
therapeutic Deep Brain Stimulation in Parkinson’s disease.
►► The collaboration with Philips Medical was completed with the thesis defense of Thiru
Kanagasabapathi, who designed and validated a new type of dual culture chamber in which
functionally connected neuronal networks (Cortex and Thalamus) could be pharmacologically
manipulated separately.
►► Computational Modeling (systems biology) is an essential part of understanding the
behavior of complex neuronal cells and micro circuits. A study on homeostatic scaling of neuronal
excitability was published and a substantial investigation on the reliability and reproducibility of
neuronal firing in pyramidal and thalamic neurons was completed by the thesis defense of Fleur
Zeldenrust. The modelling results could even be validated in in vitro experiments where injected
noise mimicked the normal ion-vivo bombardment of the neuron by hundreds of spontaneously
active synaptic connections.
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Other highlights
►► In 2012 dr E. Aronica (neuropathologist at the AMC) was appointed to the newly established
chair for epilepsy (funded by the Dutch National Epilepsy Foundation). This consolidated a long
standing collaboration with her on epilepsy research.
►► The collaboration with prof. Elly Hol, whose major activities are at the NIN, was expanded
and a joint project in which the modulation of synaptic connections by astrocytes, especially in
the context of Alzheimer’s disease, was started.
►► Sabbaticals of two staff members, one in UCI California and one in Kuopio, Finland
established new collaborations and brought new technologies to the lab. A grant acquired from the
KNIP foundation allowed the start-up of a new line of research in which we will use optogenetic
tools to investigate function in cortical and limbic micro-circuits.

Future prospects
►► The downfall of the Dutch pharma industry has ended our successful collaborations;
they can only partially be replaced by new industrial partners (to BBB and TNO defence). The
collaboration with Philips Eindhoven on fundamental mechanisms underlying DBS was also
successful, but needs re-evaluation as the industrial activities have been transferred to a start-up
company of Philips, which is completely focused on commercialisation.
►► Our activities have now shifted from the single-cell level to the small circuit level; quite
elaborate facilities have been generated to use the optogenetic tools to specifically activate
genetically defined neuronal (sub)populations. The scope of diseases to which we can contribute
with fundamental new therapeutic suggestions has now been broadened with Alzheimer’s disease.
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General/personnel: We study structural and functional
plasticity in the brain and focus on neurogenesis and
synaptic plasticity in relation to stress, cognition and
brain disorders like depression, epilepsy and dementia.
In 2012, the group has further grown with the advent
of our new technician Den Blaauwen, postdoc Ter
Horst in collaboration with Merel Kindt / CSCA and
2 PhD students; Bielefeld, who will apply optogenetics
to study neurogenesis, and Yi Yam, who will work on
epigenetics, nutrition and early stress. A ML2/DM2
biosecurity level facility has been developed at SILS.
Research topics: Molecular and viral tools are being
developed in the group of Fitzsimons that become
available for the study of molecular mechanisms
of stress and neurogenesis. Central topics are
microRNAs, stem cell maturation, and their relation
to epilepsy. Our research on plasticity gradually shifts
to the perinatal period with Korosi studying effects of
early stress and early nutrition on epigenetics and the
programming of brain structure and (dys)function in
adulthood, while Krugers examines early stress effects
on AMPA receptors and emotional memories. Korosi
and Naninck have now established the early-life stress
model in the lab while Fitzsimons and Schouten
have established stem cell cultures and techniques
for in vivo delivery of viral vectors in adult brain. In

addition, our successful line on aging and Alzheimer’s
disease will be continued and studied in relation to
early stress exposure.
Scientific output: Although the senior members face
increasing challenges in dividing their time between
teaching, management, grant aquisition and research
in the highly competitive fields of neurogenesis, early
life, miRNAs and AMPA receptors, we have kept up a
very good output of 22 published papers in 2012, 1 of
which in Progress in Neurobiology (IF 9.8) and 2 in
Molecular Psychiatry (IF 13.668). Schouten et al. was
a top downloaded paper in Frontiers NS (> 1200x).
Funding: The group has obtained external funding
from TNO/ US Army grant (Lucassen), Alzheimer
Nederland (Lucassen), HersenStichting (Lucassen),
ISAO (Krugers), ISAO (Korosi).
Teaching: 2012 was a very busy but successful year,
among others due to the rise in bachelor students,
which has made our group ‘Educational champion
of SILS (> 6000 hours by the Lucassen group)’
while also our master track ‘Psychopharmaca and
Pathophysiology’, run for the second year by Lucassen,
Naninck and Korosi, is very popular and evaluated very
well by the students. Krugers was further appointed as
Programme Director of the research master ‘Brain and
Cognitive Sciences’.

Group members
Postdoctoral researcher
Ming Zhou
Docent
Rob de Heus
PhD students
Marit Arp
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Pascal Bielefeld
Karlijn Doorn
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Eva Naninck
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Qian Wang
Hui Xiong

Structural and Functional Plasticity of the Nervous System
Technicians
Gideon Meerhoff

Els Velzing
Jan den Blaauwen

Research highlights
►► The glucocorticoid receptor regulates functional integration of newborn neurons in the
adult hippocampus and fear-motivated behaviour.
►► Molecular control by small non-coding RNAs regulates hippocampal neurogenesis during
aging.
►► Adult hippocampal glucocorticoid receptor expression and dentate synaptic plasticity
correlate with maternal care received by individuals early in life.
►► Running, not antidepressant treatment, stimulates neurogenesis in aging Alzheimer mice.
►► Glucocorticoid receptor is expressed in the human hippocampus and stable with age, but
altered in depressed females.

Other highlights
►► Fitzsimons and Domingo-Espin won the Amsterdam Science Innovation Award 2012, Public
Award.
►► Mike Marlatt successfully defended his thesis on ‘Activity- and pharmacology-dependent
modulation of neurogenesis in relation to Alzheimer’s disease’ (Lucassen and Joëls promotors).
►► Our very popular PPP master track coordinated by Korosi and Lucassen was very well
evaluated by the students, several of whom already obtained PhD positions.

Research aims for the coming years
►► To understand how early stress and early nutrition can have lasting effects on brain structure
and function and the risk for brain diseases, such as depression and dementia.
►► To study the role of individual microRNAs in the regulation of adult hippocampal
neurogenesis and its possible role in hippocampus-related cognitive functions.
►► To study and understand hippocampal networks that engage newborn neurons using
optogenetic tools.
►► To study effects of early stress on synaptic plasticity, AMPA receptor dynamics, spinogenesis
and cognition at adult age.
►► To use in vivo molecular (epigenetics) and viral as well as pharmacological and environmental
manipulations to understand regulation of neurogenesis by stress, disease and microRNAs.
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Glucocorticoid receptor (GR) regulates positioning of newborn neurons (green) within the granular cell layer (GCL).
Sample confocal images of enhanced green fluorescent protein (EGFP; green) and neuronal nuclei antigen (NeuN;
red) immunostainings in control (a) or GR knockdown (b) animals, showing a differential positioning of EGFP+
new neurons amidst of the mature GCL cells. From: Fitzsimons et al. Mol Psychiatry. 2012.
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dentate gyrus. Hippocampus, 22(2), 359-371.
Doorn, K.J., Lucassen, P.J., Boddeke, H.W., Prins,
M., Berendse, H.W., Drukarch, B. & Dam, A.M. van
(2012). Emerging roles of microglial activation and
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non-motor symptoms in Parkinson’s disease. Progress
in Neurobiology, 98(2), 222-238.
Fitzsimons, C.P., Vreugdenhil, E. & Lucassen,
P.J. (2012). Inhibition of adult neurogenesis through
ERK5 knockdown impairs complex hippocampusdependent spatial memory tasks. Future Neurology, 7,
531-535.
Hasselt, F.N. van, Visser, L., Tieskens, J.M.,
Cornelisse, S., Baars, A.M., Lavrijsen, M., Krugers,
H.J., Bos, R. van den & Joëls, M. (2012). Individual
variations in maternal care early in life correlate with
later life decision-making and c-fos expression in
prefrontal subregions of rats. PLoS One, 7(5).
Hasselt, F.N. van, Boudewijns, Z.S.R.M., Knaap,
N.J.F. van der, Krugers, H.J. & Joëls, M. (2012).
Maternal care received by individual pups correlates
with adult CA1 dendritic morphology and synaptic
plasticity in a sex-dependent manner. Journal of
Neuroendocrinology, 24, 331-340.
Henckens, M.J.A.G., Pu, Z., Hermans, E.J.,
Wingen, G.A. van, Joëls, M. & Fernández, G. (2012).

Structural and Functional Plasticity of the Nervous System
Dynamically changing effects of corticosteroids on
human hippocampal and prefrontal processing.
Human Brain Mapping, 33(12), 2885-2897.
Hu, P., Oomen, C., Dam, A.M. van, Wester,
J., Zhou, J.N., Joëls, M. & Lucassen, P.J. (2012). A
single-day treatment with mifepristone is sufficient to
normalize chronic glucocorticoid induced suppression
of hippocampal cell proliferation. PLoS One, 7(9).
Jong, T.R. de, Korosi, A., Harris, B.N., PereaRodriguez, J.P. & Saltzman, W. (2012). Individual
Variation in Paternal Responses of Virgin Male
California Mice (Peromyscus californicus): Behavioral
and Physiological Correlates *. Physiol Biochem Zool,
85(6), 740-51.

Landgraf, R., Joëls, M. & Touma, C. (2012). Dendritic
morphology of hippocampal and amygdalar neurons
in adolescent mice is resilient to genetic differences in
stress reactivity. PLoS One, e0038971.
Ramakers, G.J.A., Wolfer, D., Rosenberger, G.,
Kuchenbecker, K., Kreienkamp, H.J., Prange-Kiel,
J., Rune, G., Richter, K., Langnaese, K., Masneuf, S.,
Bösl, M.R., Fischer, K.D., Krugers, H.J., Lipp, H. P.,
Galen, E. van & Kutsche, K. (2012). Dysregulation
of Rho GTPases in the alphaPix/Arhgef6 mouse
model of X-linked intellectual disability is paralleled
by impaired structural and synaptic plasticity and
cognitive deficits. Human molecular genetics, 21(2),
268-286.

Korosi, A., Naninck, E.F.G., Oomen, C.A.,
Schouten, M., Krugers, H., Fitzsimons, C. & Lucassen,
P.J. (2012). Early-life stress mediated modulation of
adult neurogenesis and behavior. Behavioural Brain
Research, 227(2), 400-409.

Saaltink, D.J., Håvik, B., Verissimo, C., Lucassen,
P.J. & Vreugdenhil, E. (2012). Doublecortin and
doublecortin-like are expressed in overlapping
and non-overlapping neuronal cell population:
implications for neurogenesis. Journal Comparative
Neurology, 520(13),2805-23.

Krugers, H.J., Karst, H. & Joëls, M. (2012).
Interactions between noradrenaline and corticosteroids
in the brain: from electrical activity to cognitive
performance. Frontiers in cellular neuroscience, 6.

Schouten, M., Buijink, M.R., Lucassen, P.J.
& Fitzsimons, C.P. (2012). New neurons in aging
brains: molecular control by small non-coding RNAs.
Frontiers in Neuroscience, 6, 25.

Krugers, H.J., Oomen, C.A., Gumbs, M., Li,
M., Velzing, E.H., Joëls, M. & Lucassen, P.J. (2012).
Maternal deprivation and dendritic complexity in the
basolateral amygdala. Neuropharmacology, 62(1), 534537.

Verissimo, C.S., Cheng, S., Puigvert, J.C.,
Qin, Y., Vroon, A., Deutekom, J. van, Price, L.S.,
Danen, E.H.J., Water, B. van de, Fitzsimons, C.P.
& Vreugdenhil, E. (2012). Combining doublecortinlike kinase silencing and vinca alkaloids results in a
synergistic apoptotic effect in neuroblastoma cells. The
Journal of Pharmacology and experimental Therapeutics,
342(1), 119-130.

Lucassen, P.J. (2012). Chemotherapy modulates
specific aspects of cognition parallel to neurogenesis
(Commentary on Nokia et al.). European Journal of
Neuroscience, 36, 3519-3520.
Maggio, N., Krugers, H.J. & Segal, M. (2012).
Stress and steroid regulation of synaptic transmission:
from physiology to pathophysiology. Frontiers in
cellular neuroscience, 6, 69-69.
Marlatt, M.W., Potter, M.C., Lucassen, P.J. &
Praag, H. van (2012). Running throughout middleage improves memory function, hippocampal
neurogenesis and BDNF levels in female C57Bl/6J
mice. Developmental neurobiology, 72(6), 943-952.
Pillai, A.G., Jong, D. de, Kanatsou, S., Krugers,
H., Knapman, A., Heinzmann, J.-M., Holsboer, F.,

Wang, Q., Joëls, M., Swaab, D.F. & Lucassen, P.J.
(2012). Hippocampal GR expression is increased in
elderly depressed females. Neuropharmacology, 62(1),
527-533.
Zhou, M., Hoogenraad, C.C., Joëls, M. &
Krugers, H.J. (2012). Combined β-adrenergic and
corticosteroid receptor activation regulates AMPA
receptor function in hippocampal neurons. Journal of
Psychopharmacology, 26, 516-524.
Bookchapter
Naninck, E.F.G., Lucassen, P.J., Baram, T.Z.
& Korosi, A. (2012). Consequences of early-life
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experiences on cognitive and emotional outcomes:
a role for nutrition and epigenetic mechanisms. In
Molecular Psychology. Oxford University Press.

Krugers, H.J. (06 March 2012). Hormonal
Regulation of excitatory synapses and memory formation.
Innsbruck, Austria, Innsbruck University.

PhD thesis

Krugers, H.J. (18 April 2012). Hormonal regulation
of synapses and memory formation. Groningen, The
Netherlands, Nacht van de Filosofie.

Marlatt, M.W. (26 June 2012). Activity- and
pharmacology-dependent
modulation
of
adult
neurogenesis in relation to Alzheimer’s disease. UvA (263
pp.) Prom./coprom.: prof.dr. P.J. Lucassen & prof.dr.
M. Joëls.
Invited lectures
Fitzsimons, C.P. (15 October 2012). Changes in
the cyclic pattern of stress hormone exposure and the
progression of adult hippocampal neurogenesis. New
Orleans, USA, invited lecture at SFN meeting 2012.
Fitzsimons, C.P. (28 November 2012). Changes
in the cyclic pattern of stress hormone exposure and
the progression of adult hippocampal neurogenesis.
Nijmegen, The Netherlands, invited lecture at
Donders Institute for brain, cognition and behaviour,
Radboud University Nijmegen.
Fitzsimons, C.P. (12 July 2012). Changes in the cyclic
pattern of stress hormone exposure and the progression
of adult hippocampal neurogenesis. Barcelona, Spain,
invited lecture at the Regulation of adult neurogenesis
symposium, satellite event of the FENS Forum.
Korosi, A. (30 May 2012). Early-life experiences and
neurological disorders; focus on early nutritional and
epigenetic programming. Lunteren, The Netherlands,
invited lecture at ENP meeting. Lunteren.
Korosi, A. (08 May 2012). Epigenetic and nutritional
programming of the lasting consequences of early-life stress
on hippocampal neurogenesis and function. Maastricht,
The Netherlands, University of Maastricht.
Korosi, A. (22 June 2012). Lasting consequences of
early-life stress on cognitive functions: a role for epigenetic
mechanisms and nutrition. Utrecht, The Netherlands,
invited lecture at Honours seminar University College
Utrecht.
Krugers, H.J. (16 November 2012). Emoties in een
reageerbuis. Utrecht, The Netherlands, invited lecture
at the Nationaal Congres voor Psychology students.
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Krugers, H.J. (30 May 2012). Hormonal regulation
of synaptic function. Lunteren, The Netherlands, the
10th Endo-Neuro-Psycho meeting.
Krugers, H.J. (13 April 2012). Nacht van de
Filosofie: Heeft de ziel de Geest gegeven. Amersfoort,
The Netherlands, Nacht van de Filosofie.
Krugers, H.J. (20 December 2012). Regulation
of synaptic transmission by GSK-3. Leuven, Belgium,
Univerisity of Leuven.
Krugers, H.J. (04 July 2012). Stress and memory
processes. Utrecht, The Netherlands, invited lecture at
the Summerschool on “Animal models for psychiatry”.
Krugers, H.J. (19 April 2012). Stress en geheugen in
een reageerbuis. Amsterdam, The Netherlands, UvA.
Krugers, H.J. (06 October 2012). Stress en Hersenen.
Amsterdam The Netherlands, invited lecture at the
Open dag Universiteit van Amsterdam.
Lucassen, P.J. (25 February 2012). Adult
neurogenesis, stress and depression. Stockholm, Sweden,
invited lecture at the Karolinska Institute.
Lucassen, P.J. (28 January 2012). Adult structural
plasticity in relation to stress, depression and dementia.
Les Diablerets, Switzerland, Eurogenesis meeting.
Lucassen, P.J. (07 May 2012). Animal models for
Alzheimer’s disease; where have we come from and are
we there yet? Amsterdam, The Netherlands, invited
lecture at the Neurodegeneration ONWA meeting.
Lucassen, P.J. (31 January 2012). Early stress and
neurogenesis. Maastricht, The Netherlands, invited
lecture at the University Maastricht.
Lucassen, P.J. (04 July 2012). Effects of early stress
and food on adult hippocampal plasticity and function.
Ede, The Netherlands, Danone Nutricials.

Structural and Functional Plasticity of the Nervous System
Lucassen, P.J. (24 October 2012). Lasting effects
of early and later stress on structural plasticity. Paris,
France, invited talk at the EUROGENESIS meeting.
Lucassen, P.J. (21 November 2012). Neurobiological
insight in Alzheimer’s disease; one step forward, two
steps back. Groningen, The Netherlands, University
Groningen.

Krugers, H.J. Organiser DANA/FENS funded
Brain Awareness week event in The Netherlands.
Krugers, H.J. Board Secretary for Dutch
Neurofederation.
Krugers, H.J. Treasurer European Brain and
Behavioral Society.

Lucassen, P.J. (09 March 2012). Neurogenesis in
depression? Wien, Austria, International Conference
Controverses in Neuroscience CONY.

Krugers, H.J. Programme Director Research
Master Brain and Cognition, Cognitive Science
Center Amsterdam

Lucassen, P.J. (14 October 2012). Neurogenesis,
major depression and antidepressants; a relevant link?
Wien, Austria, Brainstorming session, ECNP meeting.

Lucassen, P.J. Invited reviewer for a.o. Biological
Psychiatry; Nature Communications; Molecular
Psychiatry; Eur J Neurosci; Aging Research Reviews; Dev
Neuroscience; Behav Brain Res; Neuropharmacology;
PloS One; Neuropsychopharmacology; J Cell Mol
Medicine; Translational Psychiatry; J Neurochem; Curr
Alzheimer Res.

Lucassen, P.J. (06 February 2012). New neurons
in old brains. Amsterdam, The Netherlands, Faculty
Colloquiem Universiteit van Amsterdam.
Lucassen, P.J. (18 September 2012). Structural
and functional plasticity in Alzheimer’s disease.
Beersum, Belgium, Fall Global Discovery Meeting at
Johnson&Johnson.
Lucassen, P.J. (2012, juni 22). Structural plasticity
changes in relation to early stress or psychoactive
drug treatment. Caen, France, invited lecture at the
European PRIOMED meeting.
Lucassen, P.J. (13 July 2012). Structural plasticity
in relation to early life stress. Barcelona, Spain, EBBS
satelite “Stress and our social lives”.
Lucassen, P.J. (19 april 2012). Structural plasticity in
relation to stress, age, dementia and depression. Braha,
Portugal, EURON Neuroscience Meeting.
Relevant positions
Korosi, A. Invited reviewer for Biological
Psychiatry; Eur J Neurosci; Journal of Neuroscience
Research; Neuropharmacology; PLoS One; Psychoneuroendocrinology; Psychopharmacology.
Korosi, A. Member of organising committee for
the Endo Neuro-Psycho meeting.

Lucassen, P.J. Invited PhD opponent at University
of Amsterdam (3x), Groningen, Maastricht, Utrecht,
Nijmegen and Leiden.
Lucassen, P.J. Associate editor of Neuroscience;
Frontiers in Neurogenesis; Translational Neuroscience.
Lucassen, P.J. Member NWO ALW committee
‘Molecule to Organism’.
Lucassen, P.J. Invited consultant for Johnson &
Johnson Belgium on Alzheimer’s disease.
Lucassen, P.J. Faculty Opponent at Karolinska
Institute, Stockholm, Sweden.
Lucassen, P.J. Co-founder and co-organiser of the
EUROGENESIS consortium meeting, Bordeaux.
Awards
Fitzsimons, C.P. (2012). Finalist. Amsterdam
Science & Innovation Award 2012.
Korosi, A. (2012). Certificate for Learning and
teaching in higher education programme.
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Molecular Neuroscience
Prof. M.P. Smidt
Dr M.F.M. Hoekman

W

Chairholder
Assistant Professor

Within our laboratory we study the molecular
biology that is behind developmental mechanisms in
the central nervous system.In our research team we
endeavour to understand the molecular programming
of specific neuronal groups within mdDA neurons and
the cortex. To this end we have identified transcription
factors that play key roles in these processes, such as
Pitx3, Lmx1a, Engrailed1 ,Dlk1, Lmx1b and Nurr1 for
mdDA neurons. To study developmental processes
we use complex gene transfer models as in-utero
electroporation and whole brain ex-vivo culturing,
to track these neurons as they leave the ventricular
zone and start differentiating and move to their
final position where they send out axons and receive
inputs from other systems. A combination of these
techniques with more classical genetic models (Nurr1ko, Pitx3-ko, Lmx1a-ko, Hdac2-ko, Pitx3-Cre driver
etc.) provide us with the essential tools to answer our
research questions.

Active research lines
►► Role of FoxO factors in Cortical development.
►► Regulation of “Clock” by FoxO factors.
►► Role of neurotransmitters in structural brain
development.
►► Molecular programming of mesodiencephalic
dopaminergic (mdDA) neurons.
1) Role of retinoids in the terminal differentiation
of mdDA neurons.
2) Cross-talk of homeodomain factors with the
Nurr1 transcriptional complex in steering the
mdDA neuronal phenotype.
3) Ventricular zone coding as signalling center for
mdDA subset specification.
4) Role of En1 in specifying the mdDA neuronal
phenotype.
5)Tgf-beta signalling in mdDA neuronal
development and survival.
6) Role of Lmx1a and Lmx1b in specification of the
mesodiencephalon and subset specification within
mdDA neurons.

Research highlights
This year we have finalised the building of our laboratories and are almost at full strength in terms
of group size. We will hire two additional PhD students in the beginning of 2013 bringing the total
of our group to 12 researchers. We have been active in terms of publications and have successfully
published 6 primary research papers (see academic output below).
The main advancement is not restricted to academic output, we were also successful in developing
new research techniques as in-utero and ex-vivo and focal electroporation. These “state of the
art” transient in-vivo gene transfer methods provide a unique opportunity to study in depth the
role of critical genetic modulators during brain development. Moreover, we have successfully
implemented the use of a new FACS-Aria-3 machine (fluorescent cell sorter), which is a new tool
for SILS and is heavily used by our team and other scientists from different disciplines.
Finally, we have been active in starting new collaborations which has resulted in the application
to the EU of an IDP-ITN were we apply for 12 PhD students to be appointed in the SILS-CNS
cluster.
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Pitx3-Cre driven expression of eYfp co-localises with all
Th positive neurons.

Group members
Postdoctoral researchers
Elisa Hoekstra
Lars van der Heide
Wadia Almirza
PhD students
Willemieke Kouwenhoven
Simone Mesman
Ricardo Paap
Jesse Veenvliet
Technicians
Lars von Oerthel
Saskia Oosterbroek

Other highlights
►► Smidt has been appointed as
chairman of the exam committee
Psychobiology, the largest bachelor
track at the FNWI.
►► Smidt has been appointed as
programme developer of the Master’s
programme “neurobiology”, where
he is responsible for 4 specific tracks.
►► Smidt has set up a new Master’s
track “Molecular Neuroscience/
Neurodevelopment”, which will
start in 2013.
►► Smidt has been re-appointed
as the chairman of the NWO-Vidi
committee.
►► Smidt is involved as participant
in the NWO “Zwaartekracht”
initiative second round.

Academic publications
Chakrabarty, K., Oerthel, L. von, Hellemons,
A., Clotman, F, Espana, A., Groot Koerkamp, M.,
Holstege, F. C., Pasterkamp, R.J. & Smidt, M.P.
(2012). Genome wide expression profiling of the
mesodiencephalic region identifies novel factors
involved in early and late dopaminergic development.
Biology Open, 15, 693-704.

rostral and medial mdDA neurons. European Journal
of Neuroscience, 37(1), 23-32.

Hoekstra, E.J., Oerthel, L. von, Linden, A.J.A. van
der, Schellevis, R.D., Scheppink, G., Holstege, F.C.P.,
Groot-Koerkamp, M.J., Heide, L.P. van der & Smidt,
M.P. (2012). Lmx1a is an activator of Rgs4 and Gbr10
and is responsible for the correct specification of

Meye, F.J., Zessen, R. van, Smidt, M.P., Adan,
R.A.H. & Ramakers, G.M.J. (2012). Morphine
withdrawal enhances constitutive mu-opioid receptor
activity in the ventral tegmental area. Journal of
Neuroscience, 32(46), 16120-16128.

Hoekstra, E.J., Oerthel, L. von, Linden, A.J. van
der & Smidt, M.P. (2012). Phox2b influences the
development of a caudal dopaminergic subset. PLoS
One, 12.
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Smidt, M.P., Oerthel, L. von, Hoekstra, E.J.,
Schellevis, R.D. & Hoekman, M.F.M. (2012). Spatial
and temporal lineage analysis of a Pitx3-driven Crerecombinase knock-in mouse model. PLoS One, 7(8).
Smit-Rigter, L.A., Noorlander, C. W., Oerthel,
L. von, Chameau, P., Smidt, M.P. & Hooft, J.A.
van (2012). Prenatal fluoxetine exposure induces
life-long serotonin 5-HT(3) receptor-dependent
cortical abnormalities and anxiety-like behaviour.
Neuropharmacology, 62(2), 865-870.
Invited lectures

Smidt, M.P. (16 April 2012). Molecular specification
of mdDA neuronal subsets. CNRS, Napels, Italy.
Smidt, M.P. (03 May 2012). Molecular specification
of mdDA neuronal subsets. Lund University, Lund,
Sweden.
Relevant positions
Smidt, M.P. (2012). Chairman of ALW-VIDI
committee.
Smidt, M.P. (2012). Chairman of EC Psychobiology.

Smidt, M.P. (27 January 2012). A Pitx3 regulated
network in the development of mdDA neurons. Paris,
France.

Smidt, M.P. (2012). Programme developer/
programme director of Neurobiology cluster master
tracks at UvA.

Smidt, M.P. (14 February 2012). A Pitx3 mediated
program of dopaminergic subset-specification. Bruxelles,
Belgium.

Smidt, M.P. (2012). Subcommittee chairman AFS:
Science and Master topics at UvA.

Smidt, M.P. (15 March 2012). A Pitx3 mediated
program of dopaminergic subset-specification. Paris,
France.
Focal electroporation of E14.5 cortical slices after 2 days of culturing. Cells with changed programming are marked
with eYFP (green) and are migrating out of the electroporation zone (red:Tuj staining).
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Coronal presentation of the developing mouse corpus callosum (CC). Here, we have changed the programming of the
adjacent (dorsal) cortex tissue (green cells; eYfp), resulting in changes of the CC build-up (red: DAPI; Blue: Gfap).
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Mass Spectrometry of
Biomacromolecules
Prof. dr. C.G. de Koster
Dr L. de Jong
Dr L.J. de Koning

I

Chairholder
Associate Professor
Assistant Professor

In the framework of the UVA priority area Systems
Biology, Mass Spectrometry of Biomacromolecules
focuses on three research themes that adhere to the
study of molecular systems biology. We study (i) 3-D
structures and proteome-wide mapping of protein
complexes, (ii) adaptation of the cell surface proteome
of fungi and bacteria, and (iii) multi-level control of
gene expression regulation. SILS-MS is developing
advanced and innovative, mass spectrometry-based

proteomics technology that is tailored for these
research areas.
Our technology is not confined to the field of
molecular systems biology and is widely applicable
to biology. Here, we have long term collaborations
with the SILS plant science groups where we study
fungal pathogen–plant interaction and identify target
proteins upon stress.

Research highlights
►► In the context of the EC FINSysB project, we aim at understanding the quantitative cellwall protein composition of the human pathogen Candida albicans. We focus on the molecular
level of the surface cell-wall response upon stress to identify new leads for novel anti-Candida
vaccines, drugs and diagnostic markers. The human fungal pathogen Candida albicans can grow
at temperatures of up to 45°C. We showed that at 42°C, substantially less biomass was formed
than at 37°C. The cells also became more sensitive to wall-perturbing compounds, and the wall
chitin levels increased, changes that are indicative of wall stress. Quantitative mass spectrometry
of the wall proteome using 15N metabolically labelled wall proteins as internal standards revealed
that at 42°C the levels of the β-glucan transglycosylases Phr1 and Phr2, the predicted chitin
transglycosylases Crh11 and Utr2, and the wall maintenance protein Ecm33 increased. Consistent
with our previous results for fluconazole stress, this suggests that a wall-remodelling response is
mounted to relieve wall stress. Thermal stress as well as different wall and membrane stressors led
to an increased phosphorylation of the mitogen-activated protein (MAP) kinase Mkc1, suggesting
activation of the cell wall integrity (CWI) pathway. Furthermore, all wall and membrane stresses
tested, resulted in diminished cell separation. We propose that surface stresses lead to a conserved
cell wall remodelling response that is mainly governed by Mkc1 and is characterised by chitin
reinforcement of the wall and the expression of remedial wall remodelling enzymes.
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Research progress
►► Chemical cross-linking of protein complexes combined with mass spectrometry is a powerful
approach to obtain 3-D structural information by revealing amino residues that are in close spatial
proximity. To increase the efficiency of mass spectrometric analysis, we have demonstrated the
selective enrichment of cross-linked peptides from the 350 kDa protein complex RNA polymerase
(RNAP) from Bacillus subtilis. Bis(succinimidyl)-3-azidomethyl glutarate was used as a crosslinker along with an azide-reactive cyclooctyne-conjugated resin to capture target peptides.
Subsequently released peptides were fractionated by strong cation exchange chromatography and
subjected to LC-MS/MS. We mapped 10 different intersubunit and 24 intrasubunit cross-links
by xComb database searching supplied with stringent criteria for confirmation of the proposed
structure of candidate cross-linked peptides. The cross-links fit into a homology model of RNAP.
Cross-links between β lobe 1 and the β’ downstream jaw, and cross-links involving the N-terminal
and C-terminal parts of the αt subunits suggest conformational flexibility. Our analytical strategy
can be applied to map protein-protein interactions at the amino acid level in biological assemblies
of similar complexity.
►► The molecular physiology of catabolite repression in the model organism Escherichia coli is
studied together with Hellingwerf (Molecular Microbial Physiology group) using a time-resolved
15
N metabolic-labelling approach. These studies are complemented with transcript analyses using
microarrays, to directly identify genes under transcriptional and post-transcriptional regulation.
Development of statistical analysis of the complex time resolved dataset is in progress (Biosystems
Data Analysis group).

Research aims for the comming year
►► Focal points in our MS research programme are as mentioned above (i) 3-D structures and
proteome-wide mapping of protein complexes, (ii) adaptation of the cell surface proteome of
fungi and bacteria, and (iii) multi-level control of gene expression regulation. In programme
(i) we will finalise the analysis of RNA polymerase 3-D structure and map protein complexes
in a HeLa nuclear extract and show that our cross-linking methods and strategy is capable of
proteome-wide mapping of protein-protein interactions.
►► (ii) The MS group will continue to explore the question of how mass spectrometry, in
combination with novel purification strategies and bioinformatics tools, can provide detailed
quantitative structural and functional information about proteins at the interface of the cell and
its external environment. In collaboration with Prof. Brul, we will perform quantitative studies of
maturation of B. subtilis spores at the molecular level to obtain insight in the mechanisms of spore
coat assembly. We will extend our spore research to the human pathogen Clostridium difficile.
Here, we aim at identification of the hitherto unknown germination receptors. In the framework
of a Nanonext project we will extend our spore coat proteomics work to biomarker identification
on the surface of B. cereus and B. weihenstephanenis spores. For this purpose, we will sequence
and annotate the B. weihenstephanensis genome and to corroborate annotation we will acquire a
complete proteome dataset of B. weihenstephanensis.
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Research aims for the comming year (continued)
►► (iii) We will continue the productive collaborations with the groups of the Plant Signalling
research programme, directed at characterisation of proteins secreted by the cell upon hostpathogen interactions, and with our external national and international partners.

Key concepts of the C. albicans wall proteome.
(Center) TEM picture of
the cell wall and its proteins
(courtesy of Iuliana V. Ene
and Alistair J.P. Brown,
Aberdeen). (A) Domain
structure of the Hyr/Iff
family. From left to right:
N-terminal signal peptide;
white boxt, conserved
domain; dark grey box, Ser/
Thr-rich region; light grey
box, Asp/Gly-rich region;
black box, GPI-anchor
addition signal. (B) Wall
proteins implicated in
iron acquisition from host
proteins. Membrane and
wall-bound CFEM proteins
are able to bind hemoglobin,
while Als3 is the receptor
for ferritin. It is unknown
if a receptor for transferrin
exists. Bound hemoglobin is taken up by endocytosis, while iron from ferritin and transferrin is sequestered via the
reductive iron uptake system. (C) Effect of yeast-to-hypha transition on the wall proteome with yeast-associated
(top; open squares), morphotype-independent (middle; grey squares) and hypha-associated (bottom; black squares)
proteins. (D) Interaction of wall proteins with the immune system. Wall-resident superoxide dismutases (Sods)
detoxify reactive oxygen species (ROS) to H2O2, which is subsequently converted into H2O and O2 by catalase
activity. Proteins of the Hyr/Iff family confer resistance to neutrophil and phagocyte killing through an unknown
mechanism. Possibly, like in S. cerevisiae, proteases situated on the cell wall process the trans-membrane signalling
protein Msb2 and liberate the extracellular domain Msb2*. Msb2* is able to bind to antimicrobial peptides (AMPs)
in a dose-dependent manner and confers resistance.
From: Heilmann CJ et al (2012) News from the Fungal Front: Wall Proteome Dynamics and Host–Pathogen
Interplay. PLoS Pathog 8(12).
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Group members
PhD students
Clemens Heilmann
Wishwas Abhyankar

Technicians
Henk Dekker
Han Peeters
Winfried Roseboom

Academic publications
Buncherd, H., Nessen, M.A., Nouse, N., Stelder,
S.K., Roseboom, W., Dekker, H.L., Arents, J.C.,
Smeenk, L.E., Wanner, M.J., Maarseveen, J.H. van,
Yang, X., Lewis, P.J., Koning, L.J. de, Koster, C.G.
de & Jong, L. de (2012). Selective enrichment and
identification of cross-linked peptides to study 3-D
structures of protein complexes by mass spectrometry. J
Proteomics, 75(7), 2205-2215.
Ene, I.V., Heilmann, C.J., Sorgo, A.G., Walker,
L.A., Koster, C.G. de, Munro, C.A., Klis, F.M.
& Brown, A.J.P. (2012). Carbon source-induced
reprogramming of the cell wall proteome and secretome
modulates the adherence and drug resistance of the fungal
pathogen Candida albicans. Proteomics, 12(21), 31643179.
Gadzikwa, T., Bellini, R., Dekker, H.L. &
Reek, J.N.H. (2012). Self-assembly of a confined
rhodium catalyst for asymmetric hydroformylation
of unfunctionalized internal alkenes. Journal of the
American Chemical Society, 15(134), 2860-2863.
Gonorazky, G., Laxalt, A.M., Dekker, H.L., Rep,
M., Munnik, T., Testerink, C. & Canal, L. de la
(2012). Phosphatidylinositol 4-phosphate is associated
to extracellular lipoproteic fractions and is detected in
tomato apoplastic fluid. Plant Biology, 14(1), 41-49.
Heilmann, C.J., Sorgo, A.G. & Klis, F.M. (2012).
News from the fungal front: wall proteome dynamics and
host-pathogen interplay. PLoS Pathogens, 8(12).
Jahn, D., Schramm, S., Schnölzer, M., Heilmann,
C.J., Koster, C.G. de, Schütz, W., Benavente, R. &
Alsheimer, M. (2012). A truncated lamin A in the Lmna
(-/-) mouse line: implications for the understanding of
laminopathies. Nucleus, 3(5), 463-474.

series resolution of gradual nitrogen starvation and
its impact on photosynthesis in the cyanobacterium
Synechocystis PCC 6803. Physiologia Plantarum,
145(3), 426-439.
Postmus, J., Aardema, R., Koning, L.J. de, Koster,
C.G. de, Brul, S. & Smits, G.J. (2012). Isoenzyme
expression changes in response to high temperature
determine the metabolic regulation of increased glycolytic
flux in yeast. FEMS Yeast Research, 12, 571-581.
PhD thesis
Sosinska, G.J. (09 October 2012). Adaptations
in the wall proteome of the clinical fungus Candida
Albicans in response to infection-related environmental
conditions. UvA (199 pp.) Prom./coprom.: Prof. K.J.
Hellingwerf, Prof. C.G. de Koster & Dr F.M. Klis.
Invited lectures
Koster, C.G. de (02 February 2012). A LCFTMS method for absolute quantitative analyses
of fungal cell wall glycoproteins. Bruges, Belgium,
Twelfth International Symposium on Hyphenated
Techniques in Chromatography and Hyphenated
Chromatographic Analyzers.
Koster, C.G. de (30 May 2012). Rapid and sensitive
identification of Bacillus and Clostridium spore
coat proteins. Hamburg, Germany, European Lab
Automation: Advances in Separation Technology
2012.
Koster, C.G. de (30 October 2012). Technologie
voor herkomstanalyse. Amsterdam, the Netherlands,
Horti Fair.

Krasikov, V., Aguirre von Wobeser, E., Dekker,
H.L., Huisman, J. & Matthijs, H.C.P. (2012). Time-
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Biosystems Data Analysis
Prof. A.K. Smilde
Dr H.C.J. Hoefsloot
Dr J.A. Westerhuis
Prof. A.H.C. van Kampen

G

Chairholder
Associate Professor
Assistant Professor
Special Chair

General goal: developing and validating methods for
organising and summarising complex biological data.
The research is divided into two connected themes:
Data Fusion and Networks & Dynamics. We apply
our methods in diverse areas of systems biology,
focusing mainly on microbiology, nutrition and
medical biology.

Data Fusion
To understand the functionality of complex biological
systems, different types of measurements have to be
combined with systems information.
Networks & Dynamics
In a biological system molecules interact. These
interactions, the network, causes the system to change
over time. We develop methods to reverse engineer
network properties from time-resolved functional
genomics data.

Research highlights
General
►► Johan Westerhuis was appointed honorary professor at North-West University in
Potchefstroom, South Africa.
►► For understanding B-cell differentiation it is necessary to perform accurate measurements
on all levels of the biological system. The question then arises of how to model this system using
those measurements. The recently funded EU-project STATegra addresses this issue and compares
multiple modelling strategies. The biological findings resulting from these strategies will be
validated with new experiments.
Data Fusion
►► In metabolomics, multiple platforms are used to measure various groups of metabolites in
the same samples. Combining these different data sets is not trivial due to different measurement
errors and measurement error correlations from the various platforms. Together with collegues in
Leuven, a new method (Maximum Likelihood Fusion) was developed to combine these different
datasets taking the complex error structures into account.
►► With the increasing complexity of data generated in biological experiments it is becoming
necessary to enhance the performance and applicability of existing statistical data analysis methods
for improved resolution and interpretation of hidden biological information. We aim to solve this
issue by systematic incorporation of prior information in analysis of biological data. We have
almost finished writing a review paper on this topic.
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Research highlights (continued)
►► We have shown that discrimination between topological information in competing
transcriptional regulatory network models is possible solely based on experimental data using an
extension of Network Component Analysis (see figure). Application of the method to the cell
cycle regulatory network of Saccharomyces cerevisiae leads to the prediction of novel regulatory
interactions, improving the information content of the hypothesised network model.
►► Challenge tests are used to reveal the adaptability and resilience of humans to get insight
in their health. When the challenge test response is analysed using metabolomics technology, a
deeper insight into the changes during the challenge and the biochemical response can be obtained.
We reviewed the use of challenge tests in medical and nutritional applications. Furthermore, we
developed a new data analysis methods that compares how different challenge tests affect a group
of individuals. We also tested (minimal) models for glucose-insuline dependency and found severe
limitations of these models.
Networks & Dynamics
►► In the past years we have developed tools to analyse the network of interactions of biomolecules and the changes of this network over time. We adapted concepts for the analysis
of covariance matrices. Especially the changes in covariance and correlation over time have our
attention. These changes reveal information about the biological network. We have published
three papers on this subject.
►► Together with our collaborators at the Amsterdam Free University we developed a new
method to estimate protein-protein interaction networks from using immuno-precipitation
experiments.
►► Time-resolved metabolomics data can be combined with dynamic flux balance analysis.
We created a tool to this extent that will be essential in understanding cellular decision making.
Results from this method will be submitted in 2013.
►► Models have been developed to assess the NEFA metabolism of individuals based on time
series data and pathway information.
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Research aims for the coming year
Data Fusion
►► We will continue developing methods for fusion of metabolomics data from different
platforms especially focusing on estimating analytical error. Furthermore, we want to extend this to
combine next-generation-sequencing data with metabolomics data to improve the understanding
of the role of the transcription factor Ikaros in B cell development. Together with our collaborators
in Leuven we will also look at fundamental aspects of data fusion such as distinguishing common
from data-set specific information.
Networks & Dynamics
►► Methods will be developed to arrive at more accurate protein-protein interaction networks
by incorporating yeast two-hybrid data with immune-precipitation data. We will compare two
approaches to this end; one based on clustering methods and one based on models.
►► Validation of network inference based on functional genomics data will receive attention.
Methods will be analysed and developed to answer the question whether a derived network is
reliable.
►► Phenotyping subjects with respect to their NEFA metabolism will be pursued by using
lumped models due to the limited amount of available data. Also in this case, validation will be a
matter of concern.
►► We will continue to develop a Green Forensics initiative with NAKtuinbouw that received
funding.

Group members
Postdoctoral researchers
Suzanne Berkenbos-Smit
Andrew Gibson
Edoardo Saccenti
Gooitzen Zwanenburg
Oksana Korobko
PhD students
Dicle Hasdemir
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Diana Hendrickx
Joachim Kutzera
Polina Reshetova
ICT Developers
Tim Dorscheidt
Ishtiaq Ahmad

Biosystems Data Analysis
Academic publications
Caan, M.W.A., Shahand, S., Vos, F.M., Kampen,
A.H.C. van & Delgado Olabarriaga, S. (2012).
Evolution of grid-based services for Diffusion Tensor
Image analysis. Future Generation Computer Systems,
28(8), 1194-1204.
Deun, K. Van, Mechelen, I. van, Thorrez, L.,
Schouteden, M., Moor, B. de, Werf, M.J. van der,
Lathauwer, L. De, Smilde, A.K. & Kiers, H.A.
(2012). DISCO-SCA and Properly Applied GSVD as
Swinging Methods to Find Common and Distinctive
Processes. PLoS One, 7(5), e37840.
Duynhoven, J.P.M. van, Velzen, E.J.J. van,
Westerhuis, J.A., Foltz, M., Jacobs, D.M. & Smilde,
A.K. (2012). Nutrikinetics: Concept, technologies,
applications, perspectives. Trends Food Sci Tech, 26(1),
4-13.
Ellero-Simatos, S., Szymanska, E., Rullmann, T.,
Dokter, W.H., Ramaker, R., Berger, R., Iersel, T.M.
van, Smilde, A.K., Hankemeier, T. & Alkema, W.
(2012). Assessing the metabolic effects of prednisolone
in healthy volunteers using urine metabolic profiling.
Genome Med, 4(11), 94.
Hasdemir, D., Smits, G.J., Westerhuis, J.A. &
Smilde, A.K. (2012). Topology of transcriptional
regulatory networks: testing and improving. PLoS
One, 7(7).
Hendrickx, D.M., Hoefsloot, H.C.J., Hendriks,
M.M.W.B., Canelas, A.B. & Smilde, A.K. (2012).
Global test for metabolic pathway differences between
conditions. Analytica Chimica Acta, 719, 8-15.
Hendrickx, D.M., Hoefsloot, H.C.J., Hendriks,
M.M.W.B., Vis, D.J., Canelas, A.B., Teusink, B.
& Smilde, A.K. (2012). Inferring differences in the
distribution of reaction rates across conditions.
Molecular BioSystems, 8(9), 2415-2423.
Jansen, J.J. & Westerhuis, J.A. (2012). Editorialdata analysis in metabolomics. Metabolomics, 8(Suppl
1), 1-2.
Jansen, J.J., Szymanska, E., Hoefsloot, H.C.J.
& Smilde, A.K. (2012). Individual differences in
metabolomics: individualised responses and between-

metabolite relationships. Metabolomics, 8(Suppl 1),
94-104.
Klarenbeek, P.L., Hair, M.J. de, Doorenspleet,
M.E., Schaik, B.D. van, Esveldt, R.E., Sande, M.G.
van de, Cantaert, T., Gerlag, D.M., Baeten, D.,
Kampen, A.H. van, Baas, F., Tak, P.P. & Vries, N. de
(2012). Inflamed target tissue provides a specific niche
for highly expanded T-cell clones in early human
autoimmune disease. Annals of the Rheumatic Diseases,
71(6), 1088-93.
Madougou, S., Santcroos, M., Benabdelkader,
A., Schaik, B.D. van, Shahand, S., Korkhov, V.,
Kampen, A.H. van & Delgado Olabarriaga, S. (2012).
Provenance for distributed biomedical workflow
execution. Stud Health Technol Inform, 175, 91-100.
Shahand, S., Caan, M.W., Kampen, A.H. van &
Delgado Olabarriaga, S. (2012). Integrated support
for neuroscience research: from study design to
publication. Stud Health Technol Inform, 175, 195-204.
Smilde, A.K., Timmerman, M.E., Hendriks,
M.M.W.B., Jansen, J.J. & Hoefsloot, H.C.J. (2012).
Generic framework for high-dimensional fixed-effects
ANOVA. Briefings in Bioinformatics, 13(5), 524-535.
Stobbe, M.D., Houten, S.M., Kampen, A.H. van,
Wanders, R.J. & Moerland, P.D. (2012). Improving
the description of metabolic networks: the TCA cycle
as example. The FASEB Journal, 26(9), 3625-36.
Szymanska, E., Bouwman, J., Strassburg, K.,
Vervoort, J., Kangas, A.J., Soininen, P., Ala-Korpela,
M., Westerhuis, J., Duynhoven, J.P. van, Mela, D.J.,
Macdonald, I.A., Vreeken, R.J., Smilde, A.K. &
Jacobs, D.M. (2012). Gender-dependent associations
of metabolite profiles and body fat distribution in
a healthy population with central obesity: towards
metabolomics diagnostics. Omics, 16(12), 652-67.
Szymanska, E., Dorsten, F.A. van, Troost, J.,
Paliukhovich, I., Velzen, E.J.J. van, Hendriks,
M.M.W.B., Trautwein, E.A., Duynhoven, J.P.M. van,
Vreeken, R.J. & Smilde, A.K. (2012). A lipidomic
analysis approach to evaluate the response to
cholesterol-lowering food intake. Metabolomics, 8(5),
894-906.
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Vis, D.J., Westerhuis, J.A., Hoefsloot, H.C.,
Roelfsema, F., Hendriks, M.M.W.B. & Smilde, A.K.
(2012). Detecting regulatory mechanisms in endocrine
time series measurements. PLoS One, 7(3).
Vries, M. de, de Munnink, B.B. Ou, Deijs, M.,
Canuti, M., Koekkoek, S.M., Molenkamp, R., Bakker,
M., Jurriaans, S., Schaik, B.D. van, Luyf, A.C.,
Delgado Olabarriaga, S., Kampen, A.H. van & Hoek,
L. van der (2012). Performance of VIDISCA-454 in
feces-suspensions and serum. Viruses, 4(8), 1328-34.
Wegdam, W., Moerland, P.D., Meijer, D., Jong,
S.M. de, Hoefsloot, H.C.J., Kenter, G.G., Buist,
M.R. & Aerts, J.M. (2012). A critical assessment of
SELDI-TOF-MS for biomarker discovery in serum
and tissue of patients with an ovarian mass. Proteome
Sci, 10(1).
Wopereis, S., Radonjic, M., Rubingh, C., Erk,
M.v., Smilde, A., Duyvenvoorde, W.v., Cnubben, N.,
Kooistra, T., Ommen, B.v. & Kleemann, R. (2012).
Identification of prognostic and diagnostic biomarkers
of glucose intolerance in ApoE3Leiden mice. Physiol
Genomics, 44(5), 293-304.
Yde, C.C., Westerhuis, J.A., Bertram, H.C. &
Bach Knudsen, K.E. (2012). Application of NMRbased metabonomics suggests a relationship between
betaine absorption and elevated creatine plasma
concentrations in catheterised sows. British Journal of
Nutrition, 107(11), 1603-1615.
Proceedings
Jupp, S., Gibson, A.P., Malone, J., Parkinson, H.
& Stevens, R. (2012). Taking a view on bio-ontologies.
R. Cornet & R. Stevens (Eds.), Proceedings of the
3rd International Conference on Biomedical Ontology
(ICBO 2012), KR-MED Series. Graz, Austria.
PhD thesis
Verouden, M.P.H. (11 October 2012). Fusing
prior knowledge with microbial metabolomics. Prom./
coprom.: prof. A.K. Smilde & dr J.A. Westerhuis.
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Invited lectures
Kampen, A.H.C. van (29 August 2012). Can we
trust public biological pathway databases? Amsterdam,
The Netherlands, SILS Research Day, University of
Amsterdam.
Kampen, A.H.C. van (2012). Using Exome
Sequencing to Identify Gene Variants Responsible for
Genetic Disorders. Principles, Applications and Pitfalls.
University of Konstanz, Germany, KoRS-CB seminar.
Smilde, A.K. (24 February 2012). Metabolomicsbased Systems Biology. Florence, Italy, seminar.
Smilde, A.K. (27 February 2012). Metabolomicsbased Systems Biology. Russia, WSC.
Smilde, A.K. (7 June 2012). Mixture Simultaneous
Component Analysis. Bruges, Belgium, TRICAP.
Smilde, A.K. (19 November 2012). Modelling
covariances. Stellenbosch, South Africa, Afrodata.
Relevant positions
Kampen, A.H.C. van: Scientific advisory board,
Graduate School Chemical Biology (KoRS-CB).
Kampen, A.H.C. van: Scientific Committee for
Super Computer Usage, NWO-EW.
Smilde, A.K.: Editorial board, Journal of
Chemometrics.
Smilde, A.K.: Executive committee of the
Netherlands
Metabolomics
Centre,
NISB
management team.
Westerhuis, J.A.: Affiliate professor, Centre for
Business Mathematics and Informatics of the NorthWest University.
Westerhuis, J.A.: Editorial board, Metabolomics.

MicroArray Department & Integrative Bioinformatics Unit

MicroArray Department & Integrative
Bioinformatics Unit
Dr. T.M. Breit
Dr. H.M. de Jong
O. Bruning MSc / H. Rauwerda MSc

T

Groupleader
Project management “Wet-Lab”
Project management “Dry-Lab”

Today, genome-wide gene expression studies
(transcriptomics) and comparative genome studies
(genomics) are done via the well established microarray
technology or new next-generation sequencing
(NGS) technology. The goal of a transcriptomics
experiment is to simultaneously investigate the
expression of all genes of a specific organism, in a
cell type, during specific growth or stress conditions.
This enables the (quantitative) study of complex
cellular mechanisms or identification and use of
biomarkers. Transcriptomics biomarkers are genes
whose expression profile can be used for diagnostic
purposes or to monitor and predict cellular processes.
In genomics experiments, genomes are analysed for
DNA mutations related to e.g. disease or plant traits.
Because omics experiments produce vast amounts of
data, extensive bioinformatics infrastructure, methods
and expertise are needed to cope with these data
effectively. Bioinformatics for omics comprises: datahandling (storage and exchange), data-pre-processing
(normalisation and validation), data-analysis
(clustering, biomarker selection, etc.), and e-infra
(high-performance computing, grid, cloud).
The MAD-IBU consists of a genomics technology
section (Wet-Lab) with ~7 specialists that provides
transcriptomics plus genomics service & support
and performs microarray as well as next-generation

sequencing technology R&D; an omics data-analysis
section (Dry-Lab) with ~7 bioinformaticians and
informaticians that provides omics data analysis
service and support, performs bioinformatics R&D,
and builds e-infra. Together, the MAD operates as an
omics technology and bioinformatics expertise centre
and core facility for UvA scientists, as well as external
academic and industrial customers.
The focus of the Wet-Lab R&D is to improve omics
technologies with a focus on controls and sample size
reduction. We aim to eventually analyse various types
of single cells such as (un)fertilised eggs. The focus of
the Dry-Lab is on bioinformatics and e-bioscience
methods, tools and infrastructure necessary to perform
advanced omics data-analysis. Another focal point
for the whole group is design-for-experimentation.
Performing well designed range-finding experiments
should elucidate the role of time and space in
transcriptomics experiments. To this end, MAD-IBU
participates in several nation-wide projects: BioRange,
a NBIC bioinformatics research project; BioAssist, a
NBIC bioinformatics support programme; Virtual
Lab for Plant Breeding (VLPB); Netherland e-Science
Center (NLeSC); and e-BioGrid-BiG Grid-, all being
national NWO bioinformatics/e-science projects in
the field of e-infrastructure and methods.

Group members
Postdoctoral Researchers
Irene Nooren
Floyd Wittink
Technicians
Willem Ensink
Ilse van Leeuwen
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Jurgo Verkooijen
Rob Dekker
ICT Developers
Linda Bakker - de Jong
Mateusz Kuzak
Wim de Leeuw
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Research highlights
►► Implemented protocols for microarray analysis on single human reproductive cells.
►► Obtained NWO middelgroot grant and bought a next-generation sequencer: IonProton.
►► Performed over 40 collaborative experiments for biologists in 2012.
►► Developed an integrated approach for genomics research on non-model organisms (thesis).
►► Started to set-up analysis pipelines for next-generation sequencing data.
►► Finished a study on “design for experimentation”.
►► Successful second phase of the “Virtual Lab for Plant Breeding”.
►► Delivered several visualisation tools for plant genome data.
►► Set up a high-performance computing environment for the UvA green life sciences.
►► Finished an extensive transcriptome study on aging mice.
►► Good progress in a dense-time course transcriptome analysis of early Zabrafish embryogenesis.
►► Started a comprehensive study on biomarkers for early detection of heart failure.
►► Acceptation of the “Green Life Sciences Hub” by the Amsterdam Economic Board.
►► Developed a Green Forensics initiative with NAKtuinbouw that received funding.

Other highlights

Dr Rob Dekker and Dr Mark de Jong with the new
Ion Proton Sequencer.
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The whole group further strengthened
the strategic collaborations with
several external research organisations:
Laboratory for Health Protection
Research, RIVM, (Bilthoven); Rijk
Zwaan (Fijnaart); ACTA, VU-AMC
(Amsterdam); Molecular Cell biology,
UL, (Leiden); Centre of reproductive
medicine,
AMC,
Amsterdam;
NAKtuinbouw (Roelofarendsveen).

MicroArray Department & Integrative Bioinformatics Unit

Research aims for the coming year
►► To implement and use the short-read next-generation sequencing platform: IonProton.
►► To obtain and implement the NGS platform: Oxford Nanopore, as soon as it becomes
available.
►► To make RNA-seq. a viable replacement for microarray analysis.
►► To support as many research groups as possible with NGS technology.
►► To set up a marker approach for plant breeding with low-coverage NGS technology.
►► To achieve a proof of principle for plant identification via NGS technology (Green Forensics).
►► To produce a PhD thesis on design for omics experimentation.
►► To analyse maternal RNAs in unfertilised zebrafish and human eggs.
►► To analyse the transcriptomics of the earliest stages of zebrafish and human embryogenesis.
►► To perform a hallmark transcriptomics study on p53 function in DNA damage.
►► To produce > 15 (collaborative) research articles.
►► To create a Genomics & Applied Bioinformatics Support Group for the new Amsterdam
Faculty of Science.
►► To continue developing the Green Forensics initiative with NAKtuinbouw.

Academic publications
Chikhovskaya, J.V., Jonker, M.J., Meissner, A.,
Breit, T.M., Repping, S. & Pelt, A.M.M. van (2012).
Human testis-derived embryonic stem cell-like cells are
not pluripotent, but possess potential of mesenchymal
progenitors. Human Reproduction, 27(1), 210-221.
Doroszuk, A., Jonker, M.J., Pul, N., Breit, T.M. &
Zwaan, B.J. (2012). Transcriptome analysis of a longlived natural Drosophila variant: a prominent role of
stress- and reproduction-genes in lifespan extension.
BMC Genomics, 13(1).
Hackenberg, C., Huege, J., Engelhardt, A.,
Wittink, F., Laue, M., Matthijs, H.C.P., Kopka, J.,
Bauwe, H. & Hagemann, M. (2012). Low-carbon
acclimation in carboxysome less and photorespiratory
mutants of the cyanobacterium Synechocystis sp. strain
PCC 6803. Microbiology - SGM, 158(2), 398-413.
Marinković, M., Leeuw, W.C. de, Jong, M. de,
Kraak, M.H.S., Admiraal, W., Breit, T.M. & Jonker,
M.J. (2012). Combining next-generation sequencing
and microarray technology into a transcriptomics
approach for the non-model organism Chironomus
riparius. PLoS One, 7(10), e48096.

Marinković, M., Leeuw, W.C. de, Ensink, W.A.,
Jong, M. de, Breit, T.M., Admiraal, W., Kraak, M.H.S.
& Jonker, M.J. (2012). Gene expression patterns and
life cycle responses of toxicant-exposed chironomids.
Environmental Science and Technology, 46(22), 1267912686.
Marinković, M., Bruijn, K. de, Asselman,
M., Bogaert, M., Jonker, M.J., Kraak, M.H.S. &
Admiraal, W. (2012). Response of the nonbiting midge
Chironomus riparius to multigeneration toxicant
exposure. Environmental Science and Technology,
46(21), 12105-12111.
Röschmann, K.I.L., Kuijen, A.M. van, Luiten, S.,
Jonker, M.J., Breit, T.M., Fokkens, W.J., Petersen,
A. & Drunen, C.M. van (2012). Comparison of
Timothy grass pollen extract- and single major
allergen-induced gene expression and mediator release
in airway epithelial cells: a meta-analysis. Clinical and
Experimental Allergy, 42(10), 1479-1490.
Röschmann, K.I.L., Kuijen, A.M. van, Luiten, S.,
Jonker, M.J., Breit, T.M., Fokkens, W.J., Petersen, A.
& Drunen, C.M. van (2012). Purified Timothy grass
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Proceedings
pollen major allergen Phl p 1 may contribute to the
modulation of allergic responses through a pleiotropic
induction of cytokines and chemokines from airway
epithelial cells. Clinical and experimental immunology,
167(3), 413-421.
Schaap, M.M., Zwart, E.P., Wackers, P.F.K.,
Huijskens, I., Water, B. van de, Breit, T.M., Steeg, H.
van, Jonker, M.J. & Luijten, M. (2012). Dissecting
modes of action of non-genotoxic carcinogens in
primary mouse hepatocytes. Archives of toxicology =
Archiv für Toxikologie, 86(11), 1717-1727.
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Marinkovic, M., Leeuw, W.C. de, Jong, M.
de, Admiraal, W., Breit, T.M., Kraak, M.H.S. &
Jonker, M.J. (2012). Sequencing the Chironomus
riparius transcriptome to compare the sensitivity of
gene expression and life-cycle endpoints to toxicant
exposure. 6th SETAC World Congress/SETAC Europe
22nd Annual Meeting, Berlin, Germany, May 2012.
PhD thesis
Marinković, M. (21 December 2012). Gene
expression in toxicant-exposed chironomids. UvA (122
pp) Prom./coprom.: prof.dr. W. Admiraal, dr. M.H.S.
Kraak & dr. M.J. Jonker.

